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By KELLY MARBURY'
Hilltop Staffwriter
and
D. ORLANDO LEDBETTER

·'Moore is a staff member of UGSA. ·'
said Jackson. ··since August he has

J

-

been our repi-esentative on the BISON

yearbook board, and as of Noven1ber he

Editor-in-Chief

has been our administrative assistan t.

Jackson 's statements contrad ict the
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Regi.ie l\1oore a11d Oa11 Jackson at the UC.S A office late Tl1t1rsday.
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It has been discovered that the balance of Reginald Moore 's tuition was
paid by 't he Unde rgra~u ate Student
Assembly with
f!t lea~ two members
of the Assembly not knowing, according to sources in the Financial Aid department .

fact that Leo Whitaker has been the

administrative assistant for UGSA for

!the entire year.
I Nina Lambert. UGSA grievance
chainnan, said she did not know that
Moore was to be Admini strative Assistant of UGSA or that he was receiving
the $1.200 ,
When asked if she knew that Moore
was · Administrative Assistant for
UGSA, Lambert replied. ''No I did
not . This is the first l'n1 hearing about
it . Leo Whitaker is and has been our
administrative assistant .··
UGSA vice coordinator. Benjan1in
D. James said he was also un a~· are thal
Moore was working for UGSA. ·· 1 did
·not know he was working for us,·· sa id
James . ·'He isn't supposed to get that
much money . At the sal'V)' that we pay

Moo re . who is currently Hillt op
Board chairman an·d campaign manager
for H USA candidates Dan Jackson and
Myron Howie. was not officially registered i_n sChool as of last Wednesday.
A scholarship requisition form was
fil ed for the amount of $1.200 and
signed by Dan Ja c k son. UGSA
coord inator and Gloria Tucker. UGSA
financial advisor .
Reports about whet~ertrtoore actually works for UGSA depend on which
UGSA member you talk to .

Whitaker, he (Moore) would get about
$500 for the rest of the year- not
$1,200. As of late Thursda,y night
Moore could not be reached 1fpr comment concerning how or wher.,e he 'received the funds ' to get registered .
Earlier in the week Moore said , ··My
only quote is thal there were technicalities concerning it (his registration) thal
were known. and that were being worked out . 1was registered early 1his week,
between last Thur.sday and Monday ."
He added he would retain hi s position as chairman of the Hilltop Board.
·'Without hopefull y and unforseen
changes I'll stay that way until the year
is o ut .·· said Moore .
When questioned about the ··technicali1ies · · of hi s not being registered in
school. Moore responded. ··That's
none of your business."
In last week 's iss ue of the Hilltop.
Moore linked his registration difficulties to problen1s with a studeiit loan.
Tucker. who signed the sc~olars hip
requisition fom1. said she was unaware

eet the HUSA candidates
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The reality of a tuition increase for
, I
the I,984-85 academic year remains a
c losely guarded secret in the Admini'Stration Building today .
T~ word finally came from- th
offie~ of Dr . Carl Anderson, vice president for Student Affairs. that there will
be a tuition increase . The amount of the
increase 'lt'iJI be made known through
;
individual lerter.s whicp will be mailed
out in .the near future . The Student
Affairs office would not announce the
19-JWlond Byrd
amount of projected increase.
On Feb. 14 Dr . Caspa Harris said By KELLY MARBURY
that the tuition increase would be avail- Hilltop Staffwriter
able from the office of President Clleek
Q: What is the theme of your camthe week of Feb . 20 . He said that he
himself could not disclose the informa- ~~ ?
Byrd: The theme of the campaigil is
tion .
'
'
''Moving the Mecca .·· Darryl and I
The week of Feb . 20, the admipistraselected '' Moving the Mecca'' because
tive offices refused to disclose any init means a lot to us. When we looked
- formation about the tuition i'ncrease.
back to the past administration they
Sources in Dr. Cheek's office.-said the
•
tried to take you back to the basics, to
information could be attained from the
the ABC 's. What we seek. to do n9w is
offic~ of Alfred Roscoe . A secretiry in
.'
. .
Roscoe s office said Roscoe was out of move you on to CD&E , consistency,
diversity and efficiency. Consistency in
town , but that there had been no word
thC programs that we produce, diversity
of a tuition increase . She-said a check
in the variety of the programs that we
back within a few months might prove
- produce, and efficiency in the time and
more successful .
the professionalism that will be disThis past we.ck. , Dr. Cheek's office
played in the programs ~that we prostated that the information about a tuiduce . We seek to move the Mecca
tion increase could be obtained from the
through everything that we do, through
office of Dr . Andersori.
everyone that we touch . Our main conA source in Dr. Anderson' s offices
cem is student unity. We want to bring
sai~ he was advised to inform upon
the students together, and through that
inquiry, that a tuition increase will be
we will indeed move the Mecca .
affected , but details of the increase
We sincerely believe that student
would be made known to the student
government right now is at a serious
body via letter mail in the near future.
standstill. Yqu don't have the programs

.

that should lie produced by HUSA, by

)

UGSA, or by any organization in student gOvemment. What Darryl and I
seek to do is motivate the students
through our programs and get the community involved.
Q : What year did you enter Howard,
and what year will you graduate?
Byrd: I came to Howard University

By KRYSTAL QUINN
Hilltop Staff Writer

'
Christo11her Cathcart

By HENRY BOYD HALL
Executive Editor

l

Daniel Jackson

Andre Owens

By JOYCE HARRIS

Local/NBy
BARRY CARTER

I

Q: What is the theme oiyour cam~~· ?
'
Cathcart: A fresh start ... the basic
premise for a fresh start is that we see a
need for a new beginning on the campus . The realm of traditional politics is
•
failing this university. The level of
mediocracy both politically and
culturally is overwhelming, and we
have far too long let those who deem
themselves career {X>liticians handle
this particular concern. We feel there is
a need for a freshness, an origination of
ideas and thoughts-that is, the basic .
needs and wants of the everyday Stu- )
dents on tJ-,is campus and as Black
people .
Q. What year did you enter Howard
and in what year will you graduate?
Cathcart: 1entered HoY.·ard in 1981 .
I am slated to graduate May of 1985 . I
will probably imagine that will be
somewhere near December 1985 .
Q. Why are you running for HUSA j
President ?
·
·
Cathcart: Because we sec a need forl
a leadership that has at its core the needs
and necessity of HU students. Also, we
see a need for this institution to assume;
a direction that is about motivating and·
educating individuals that will be con- .
cemed about the plight of us as a peo}
pie, and will use their various skills in
andacquiredtalentstoelevateourprol>-

Howard celebrates the I 17th anniversary of its founding this morning
with the Charter Day Convocation. The . in 1981 and I will gnduate in 1985 . lemsasapeople. WeseetheleadeBhip
Convocation will begin at 11 :00 and
Flekls: I came to Howard in 1982 on this campus not moving this student
l will be followed by a ceremony to lay and I'll gnduate in 1986.
body in that particular vein. And w4
! the cornerstone of the $13 million, fiveQ: Why are you runningLor HUSA feel that we can no longer sit on ~
story classroom building which will president?
side-line and watch other people deal
house the School of Business and PubByrd: Through the various leader- with matters that arc of dire concern tO
lic Administration .
ship positions I have held, I have been us. We feet that we are as qualified ~
.The Charter Day festivities began concerned with the issues concerning anybody, due to our convictions for the
last night with SI 25-a-plate dinner at students and t&e community . When I redemption of our people, the in;
the Washington Hilton and Towers came to Howard I got involved im- tellige'nce that we have. and the talentS
HOU:l, where eight alumni of the unimediately. I was appalled at the aP6d!y that we feel that we can attribute to this
versity were honored .
and the lack of unity of the students. I · particular endeavor.
· I See Byrd ltlge .i)
( See Cath:art ~e 3)
(See Olarter Lily ~e 2)

Hilltop Staffwrite\.

ational Editor

Q: Whar is the theme oj· your cam-

Q: What·s the theme of your cam·
paign?
paign .?
Howie: '' In Search of Excellence .·'!
New Balance for Stror:i._g Student
Q: What )'ear did ) 'OU enter Hott-·ard Government. Nothing Else Will Do .
and in what yea r do you plan on · Q : What )'ear did you enter Howard
grad11a1ing ?
and in what .vear ~ill you graduate?
Jackson: I have attended Howard as
Owens: I entered the university in
a fulltime student for two years and August 1978 . I'm a Political Science
only two years. The rest of the duration and Economics major . I'm expecting a
of my lime at Howard 1have been going degree in Political Science and Ecopart time . I intend to graduate in May nomics in May 1985 .
1985 ,
Gallant: .I entered the university in
Q: Wh y are you running for Presi- 1980. I' m graduating December 1984
dent ?
and I'm going to enter Howards"MBA
Jackson: First and foremost I have program in January 1985 .
thC intense desire to serve the students .
Why are you running?
Secondly , aJong with that desire I have
Owens: I'm running because for the
a proven track record of effectiv~ stu- past number of years I' ve been involved
dent govemment'service with a definite in student government. I've seen stuworking knowledge and expCrience to dent government not conform up to the
see that the job is done .
expectations which students should exPicutre this in your mind : HUS'A is pect from their student leaders . I'm
very much like piloting a plane, it 's a running because it's time that Howard
complex organization, the machinery is Universil)' students come to realize that
intricate and unless you know how to everything is interrelated with everytrcad the instruments on the panel or ing else . The student government at
how to fly the plane you are destined for Howard University should stand at the
failure . Myron and I know how to read vanguard of our rights and be the
the instruments and how to fly the spokesperson for student concerns. Beplane . We know how to run HUSA . causelfeelthere'sagenui'nenecdfora
Also the reason why Myron and I are well-organized efficient, determined,
the best candidates is because people dedicated leadership in student govemoften fail to realize that the graduate ment . And that's what· we represent .
students are a part of HUSA . I bring
Gall~t: I decided to run primarily
with my experience not only my matur- because of the fact that over the past
ity, but also ~e experience of having couple of years we've had ''Rcdcm~
served as president of the School of tion Forces," which was supposed to
Business. 1'veseenstudentgovemment be a new stan, ''Back to Basics,"
on a Unive~ity wide lev~l howe~er as which was supposed to go back to gras~
1
HUSA president and vice ~resident, sroots and supposed to build a foundaDan Jackson and Myron Howie can put tion of ic. All of them were sincere
ourexperiencetoworkforthe~tudents . . efforts . But I think that the one thing
Q: Qo you have a tangibl~ written plat- these · past two administrations have
form that ~uld subsiantUJte what you proven is that sincerity won't get the job
CJT~.propos1ng to do 0 s'fport tM done . We need people who arc sincere

"'!

claims that you art making.
, (See Jackson ~e 3)

·like Andre and myself, and we need
( &,.,, °"'-'ns l'ag< J)

Controversy surrounds a
recommendation to raise the admission
standards of the , College of Liberal

Arts.
Last Thursday . the faculty and studenLrepresentative of the College of
Liberal Arts approved a recommendation that -~ould raise the admission
standards on ·the basis of SAT scores.
The recommendation states that ''beginning wi~ the academic year starting
August I , 1984, and thereafter, all
freshmen entrants to the College of
Liberal Arts must satisfy the requirement of a combined S.A.T . score of
800 (400 verbal, 400 math) or the ACT
equivaJent of 18. "
In addition, the recommendation
states that '' in special cases freshmen
entrarits may satisfy a combined SAT
score of 750 (or ACT equivalent)
together with a standing in the upper 50
percent of their high school graduating
class apd three supporting letters of
recommendation emphasizing their
·college {X>tential, extracurricular experiences, and relevant non-academic
data from their high school principals,
teachers and or counselors . No student
'
may be admitted to the College of
Liberal Arts who does not meet either
9f these two requiremented . ''
The recommendation has created
controversy among some Liberal Arts
faculty memb!::rs . Professor L.Orenzo
Morris, of the Political Science Department, said ''I am sympathetic toward
the reason aboat raising the score,
however l believe that SAT scores
should not be the primary reason to
raise the admission standards . ''
Morris added, ''because of a large
clustering of Blacks just above and below the limit, the scores don't accurate-

.

ly prodict that those above the score are
bettcr·than those below the score.''
Professor Robert Smith, also of,thc
Political Science Department, said he
sees flaws in the recommendation. He
said ''BlackJ>COple, we know, always
score 100 points lower than whites, not
because they . arc less intelligent, but
because they have been victimi™ by
an uneven education.''
Smith added, ''I don't like standard-

(See Liberal Arts
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standard
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Observance

when Tucker signed it, Jackson said,
'' ]twas filled out when Dean (Vincent)
Johns signed it. I do not recall if it was
blank when Tucker signed it . '"
Johns said that Moore is now iegistered and will remain chairman of the
Hilltop Board . '' He 's registered . It
comes .from the registrar. He cleared his
registration befOre the Hilltop Board
meeting o n Monday, " said Johns. '' I
knew how Moore was registered , but
you (the Hilltop re{X>rter would have to
ask him ."
Myron How ie . UGSA programs
chairperson and running mate of Jackson : W~yl.e Avery , UGSA public.rela- '
tions Cl}A:i rman ; and Leo Whitaker,
UGSA administrative assistant , could
not be reached for comment late Thursday .

SAT score

By T. DENISE ASBURY
Hilltop Staff Writer

Charter Day

Js>r UGSA."
When asked if the fonn was blank

Liberal Arts
•
may-raise

""

'

of Jackson' s intentions to pay Moore's
tuition. ''I did sign it, but \le (Jackson)
said he would fill it out,'' said Tucker. •
'' He said that Moore would be working

•

fl4le 2)

-

•

.
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Th e l·l il ltop , Fr iday , Mar c h- 2 , 1984
history of the school and its studentS,
the level of scores, grade point averages
etcetera , very c losely to see the effects .
What we see will affect future de. .
'
c1s1ons .
...
'
Morris said,
'' the primary problem is
•
that more infonnation is needed before
they make the decision ."
Smith added , ''There are so many
technical flaws . We don't know wha1
effects it will have , what kinds of stt.i dents will be turned away . There are too
many unanswered questions. I feel the
matter should be debated al more than
one meeting . fron1 people who know
the 111atter. I' d rather have people who
know to come and help ."

·Liberal Arts
'

•

•

•

.

rigid tests . l don't think the .SAT and
ACT. are reliable enough . As I un·
derstand, the difference between 750
and 800 points is into thal great ...
However. Professor Russell Adams
of the Afro-American· Studies Dept
said. ''the committee is aware that no
test is fully accurate in how someone
will do . We are also aware of the testing
; center saying that there can be. a 60
percent error in test scores either way .
However, we can't go into the 90's
saying we ' ll do what we have been do·
ing or less. because we are competing
Charter Day
with Asians, Whites . etcetera. ··
jiu II lbge I
Adams justified the recommendation
Dr. Walter J . Leonard. ninth presisayin'g. ' 'students with lower SAT
scores tend to be on probation. need dent of Fisk University, will speak at
•
more remedial help . especially in Eng· the Convocation today .
University alumni who will be honlish and Math , and tend to drop out
ored at Charter Day include Roland
n1ore lhan those people who score 800
Burris. comptroller of the state of Ill ior better.
nois; Roy L. SChneider, M .D .. con1,;·one problen1 we arc aware of.··
1
Adan1s said , is ·a Joi of s1uden1s who missio ner of qealth in the U.S. Virgin
Island s; Carmen E . Turner . general ·
· SCO.."'! low on SAT lest go to CAR (Center~for Acaden1ic Reinforcement ). manager of the Washington MetropoliThese s1udents stay longer and what tan.Area Transit Au1hori1y"; and Harold
happe"ns is what some of the resources Wheell!r. a New York-based conduclor. composer, arranger and perforn1er.
1'ha1 : go to CAR. some people feel.
Dr. Colden D . Raines. a den1ist from
should go to regular classes .
''Raising !he admission standards . Teaneck . N .J .• and hi s wife . Frances .
will be cited for their oulstanding serv would reduce the nun1ber of people recomn1endcd for CAR and those who ice to !he universi1y . Della Prioleau Haynes. a retired school teacher fron1
need spot help in cenain areas would
New York . and Dr. George W . Jones. a
gel betler results." said Adams.
Ho wever . S'n1i1h said. '' there are Washington . D .C .-based urologist and
other ways 10 raise t standards. Under profe sso r in Howard 's College of
Medic ine , will receiYe special c i1a1ions
no circumslances sha Jfwe say. we will
for life membership in the President 's
not admit any stud . We should give
them a chance . I n't favor an)' rul e Club. a group o( financial contributors
to !he un ivers ity .
that says absolutely o . · ·
·· we believe.·· A ams said. '' that
we aren't tighlenin - e gate for folk s.
because ...11e have the 750 score. bu1 we
are ·rai sing the qualily of the chance .''
Adams added. ·' High school s are be gin ning 10 put more e1nphasis on basic
math . Engli sh. and reading . If high
sc hools are asking more from the new
class. the co lleie should be the beneficial)' of this gro"'th . f you ..ex.peel
great th ings from so1neone. 1he}' will do
grea[ th ings. ·'
However . Sn1ith asked. ·· what percen1age o f lhe student s below the mark
require ren1edial ~ work , are on proba\ 1ion . or flunk out. compared to those
whO don ' t. We asked but we d idn't get
..
'
any answers .
Adams said 1ha1 of the s1uden1s he lo " ' 1he 750 mark . 50 percent or fe"'er
have academic difficully . He added that
faculty and students at the meeting received in(om1ation packets on the percentage of s1udents on pro!S'ation. tbe
percentage Of s1uden1s 1hat drop out and
th e perce ntage of students needing
remedial help .
·' It will take ,·· Adams said. · · a1 leas!
three semes1ers to see resulls . if any .
from the 1985 freshme n class. However. we will continue looking over the

Deadline
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Dorm rates
to increase~-

THINGS IN

this Fall
By JOHN C, BRAZINGTON
Hilltop Staffwriter
Housing Director William Ke~ne
this week announced that univerSity
donn rates may increase by as much as
25 percent next semester.
[
Keene attributed the Board of Trustees' recent decision on the increasb to
an effort to reduce the university 's deficit .
The dormitories ··are supposed to be
s elf su pp o r1ing, ' ' said Keene .
··currently they are not . These inc reases will make the dormitories self
1
sufficient ...
Keene added. ''Even with these increases. housing at Howard hnive~ity
will be lower than al any other university in 1he Washington area.· ·
According 10 informa1ion provided
by the Hou ~ ing Office. a single roo~ in
the Merid ian Hill Donnitory wHich
now cos t $575 will cost $700 lper
seJiester in the fall . Double rooms ~ill
cost $570: triples will be $450 .
Apartments in Park Square, Eton
Towers and Sutton Plaza will go for
$825 per se mester .

•

•

•

Army Officer Candidate
School (0.C.S,) It's a 14-week
challenge to your mental and phys,
ical toughness.
· It isn't easy. But you'll learn
what's deep inside you . That
you have what it takes. You'll come
out strong, sure in your ability to
lead, and in great shape, You 'II be
a commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise leadership
s~ills civilian companies put a
premium on.
If you're about to get yoLr
degree in engineering, the O.C.S. challenge could be just what you're
seeking. Call your local Army Recruiter.
,

•

•

(301) 295 - 5 979
•

ONLY i4

DAYS LEFT TO .

BE

SPRING BREAK !!!

BE.

•

•
<
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H~lltopies

•IS

Monday
at5p.m!

..

Gran

'

Opening!!!

niverslty Sales Co •
•

.;< ,,

2904 Georgia Ave. N. W.

' •

~,-,

'

.

'

.~

14K Jewelry, Men's and Women's Watches
I

Stereo arid T. V. equipment, Camera•
'

.

Designer Jeans 8fd much more ...

The
National G11a•d needs more officers.
Get in the picltue. Get out front.

Store Hours: Mon·Sat 10·6
OR
CALL

'

4412"'415

1

Right now, the Anny Natiortal Guard is looking
for men and women whp want to be officers.
1-----,..-------------...LI
It's a tough, challenging job. One of the most
,important jobs 1nAmeri · . And you11 find the rewards
match the challenge.
·
GRAfYJATINGSfXN?
· For instance, in th Anny Guard, you11 gain
I
valuable management a d leadership skills you may
'1
use in your civilian career. You11 earn an excellent part·
time income and be entitled to limited space available ·
air.travel, PX privileges, lire insurance, a fully paid ,
renrement plan, and lots more,
,
You11 be serving close to home, helping people
in your community and state when natural disasters or
r

.
..
'

.'

'

You're Needed
·All Over the
World.

;

•
'

•

-

•

•Jn Hawaii< 737·5255; Pueno Rico1723·4550; Guam , 477·9957;
Virgin Islands (St Croixl 773-6438; New Jersey; 8()(}452·5794.
In Alaska consult your local phone directory.

'·

'

..

me

RECRUITERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS MARCH 6, 7 AND
•
8 FROM 9AM UNTIL 5PM IN THE BLACKBURN CENTER
LOBBY. PLEASE VISIT OUR DISPLAY TABLE FOR
INFORMATION AND .APPLICATIONS.

1

•

A5k Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility
•Ore as vifl;>I as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping
the wortd s poore>! peoples otroln self sufficiency in the areas
of food producnon. energy conservation. educorton, economic
development and heolrh services. And they'll rell you about
rewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll
rell you Ir's rhe toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE
CORPS
•

other emergencies arise. And, after your initial training,
it takes just two days a month and two weeks annual .
training each year to serve, so you11 have time-for your
family, friends, school or job.
·
lfyou have previous experience as an Anny
officer, you can probably join the Anny Guard as an
officer. If not, and you qualify, you can get a commis·
sion through an Officer Candidate Course, or a direct
appointment based on your unique civilian job
expenence.
To get the total picture on opportunities for
officers in the Anny National Guard, contact your local
Anny Guard recruiter, or call toll-free 800638-7600,*

.

The Guard is
·America at its best•

•
I

NATIONAL

GI •ARD ,

'I
'

/

ALCAPC200240M

i

•
'
I

•

I
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Pa,_e 3

•

Trustee
candidates
give ·their views
•

•

/
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By KELLY MITCHELL-CLARK
International Editor

· ~

'Darryl fields
. Bryd. fitlll!_ P"§.e I
sincerely believe that if elected I can
1nake sonic positive changes. I believe

I've started already through my tenure
at Howard , and I seek to move on, I
intend to 111ove the Mecca .
Q : Why do )'OU feel you should be
HUSA ·president, and what seperates
you from the field of candidates ?

Byrd: You have some candidates
that are shouting at you and giving you

a lot of rhetoric . You have soffie candidates that are throwing their experience
at you . You have some candidates that

are trying their best to talk about the
i'ssues. but with no real answers . Darryl
and I have looked at the problems. we
fiave the answers, we are not rbctori-

•

•

Cians and we arc not throwing our expc_rience at you . That is evident .
· Q : Do -~·ou have a tangible written
plat/Orm. thtl~ can substantiate what you
are proposing at the speak.outs that will
support the claims thai you are making?
Byrd and Fields: Yes wi'do . We
have a platform that covers such pertinent issues such as. registration.
finan cial aid. sludent activities and
unity, research and development and
career place ment after graduation. j ust
to name a few .
Q: Hai·~ you had l!ny experience wirh
a Jar~ budget? Do )'OU feel that having
e:cperience K•ith a large budget is viral
for a HVSA president?
Byrd: Serving presently as the Executive President of LASC. the largest
school or college in the university with
the largest budget , I (eel it's very necessary and appropriate to ha,ye had some
experience in dealing with large budgets because once you get in HUSA you
don ' t want someone that 's so amazed
with the money they will be dealing
with . You need someone that knows
how to manage ' someone that . s capable
of making sure the funds are in the right
directions that_they should be going in'to. so me o ne who can run HUSA
effectively , Also, something else the
student body can look forward
to• from
•
the Byrd and Fields admini,stration is
quanerly financial reports published in
the Hilltop.
Q: What rype of working relationship
do yqu feel is necessary for a HUSA
president K'ith the present administration ?
•
•
Fields: We must have -a working
relationship with the administration ..
By a working relationship I mean there
can ' t be an instantanious or a snap attitu~c . Like 'you won ' t give me this , so
ICt'·s fight . ' That's very bestial. When
you can't get what you want , automatically your nature is to fight . True
enough we ' re goln) to have problems
with the administration, but we ' re going to have to work with them . Every
time.you're confronted with a problem
you can't just go out and have a riot.
Byrd: I' m more of a business man
and what I will do is continue to go in
and see Dr. Cheek prepared with a proposaJ and a solution to go discuss calmly and rationally the problem .
Q : What is your political ideology
and what role will it play in your tenure
. if el~cred?
.
Fields: Ray and I taJce a moderate
approach . We ' re nOl hot heads . We like
to conform to the present system and
· deal will}. it as be~t we can.
Byrd: We believe that ' everyone
should be treated equally . Student government should be
ntrolled by the
students not puppets o the administration .
·Q: How do youpla to be accessible
and open to the ide s and '!Pinions of
the students that o' not necessarily
agree with your id a{Ogy and political
b</iefs?
•
Fields: We c
take the view of
evel)'. student on oampus--that's unreasonable . You will have a mob if everyone tries to tell the president about his
problems . Wp would take into consideration as many views as possible.
We feel we arc the most diversified
candidates and we represent Howard
students as a whole .
' Q: What role are tWn-snuknt. government students going to play in your
administration if elected?
'- Byrd: The(C; is no such thing as a
"hon-student gc»vemmcnt student.' Any
student at Howard is a member of
HUSA . Whetherornotyouan:actively
participating in HUSA is an individual
matter. But, if you don't acti!ely par1

{See

years .
But Tucker's experience is not limited to health issues . ''I served on the
University transportation commince
which looked into the feasibility of the
University purchasing its own shunlc
bus service," Tucker said . He said the
comminee recommended that the Unvcrsity purchase it's own service and
that the top priority was bener service
for the student .
He added that he was a delegate for
the National Baptist Student Union retreat for 1982 and 1983 .
Tucker's campaign slogan is '' Concern, Dedication, and Experience .'' ''I
am concerned about the general welfare
of the student body and it expresses my
dedication," Tucker said .
He said most students aren't aware of
the existence of many of the committees he serves on--· 'They aren't pan
of the limelight' '. Referring to the extension of hours at the Unvcrsity Health
Service, Tucker said, ''It wasn ' t like
they said all of a sudden, ' Let's stay
open two extra hours '.''
''The way I see myself is just as a
student who cares . I want to go a little-:......
step further with my care and concern,·· 'he said . .
George's campaign slogan-- '' We are
one'' --stresses student unity . ''We here
are one, regardless of school , college,
c ity or country of origin or color of
skin . We ' re one with common concerns , common experiences, an? common goal . And that is the continued
tradition of excellence at the university," George explaind that, "Howard
has a reputation for building Black
leaders of the past, present and the future . '..:t.
George said because he is a ''doer·· ,
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'
, Manotti Jen~
ditbcart . · fro111 Page I .,
Q. Wh y do _\'oufeel· thnt )>'OU should
be president . and what separate.., _\·ou
from the fie/ti of candidntes ."'
Cathcart: Because I have been here
for a number bf years and l ha ve
observed the interac1ion and the in terchange between the leadership and
the students and have I feel I am in a
position to evaluate the type of leader·
{ ship that has eXistcd on this can1pus .
Also, I do not feel that the leadership
that is existing has addressed the problems from a Black perspective . Bei ng
that we are al a Black institution. my
individual. personal conviction is the
redemption and uplift of Black people .
and on that base I am qualified to evaluate a leadership. that is not produci ng
individual - that is no l leadin g
individuals -toward thal pani cular
end .
Q : Does )"011r sl<1te hn\'e a tangible
"''ritten platform ro .'ittbstantiate \\ hat
•}'OU htlve been proposi118 at SfJeako11ts ?
Cathcart: Yes.
Q. What e:cperienl·e ha\'e _\'O U had
with a large budget? Do _\"OU feel that
hai•ing experience Wi th a large bu(/!fet
is \'ital to the HUSA .president."'
C athcart: I feel thal it is a necess ily .
but I don ·1 think that it is a crileria to
c har ge an ind i vidual wi1h· incompetence . Obvious ly. dealing with
such a large amount of money is of a
vital amount of importance to every individual at this in stitution. Bui if we are
courageous enough to altempt. and intelligent enough to adapt to these partic ul ar areas . and also thoughtfu l enough
to surround ourse lves with individual s
who could supplement our deficiencies
in these partic ular areas . we feel this is
an area that will, not cause us an immcnse amount of !rouble.
Q: What type of working relation ·
ship do you feel is ,,e,:ej·j·arJ· for 1J1e
HUSA preside''' to have with the
present universitv admi11istration ?
Cathcart: Being that !hey are brothers first . and adminis1rators second .
1hey will be given a certai n amoun 1 of
respect . We feel i1 is vi tal thal !his in stitution have a working rapport with
-student leadership . Bui we al so feel thal
when the administra1ion goes astray of
the best interest of the student body. as
students , as Black people . then they
should be made aware when they are
deviating fron1 o ur particular course .
Q: 'Whflt is )'Our political ide.olog_\
and what role will it pla)' in _vour tenure
if elected?
Jenkins: What I believe is Pan Africanism ... whal I am saying by
Pan-Africanism , I' m nol talking about
a physical relocalion to Africa because.
that 's a ntisconccption that many individuals on this campus have ·of PanAfricanism . Pan-Africani srh is a
thought and an iden1ification with your
indigenous culture and with your Peo·
pie in Africa of African descent wherever they reside in Africa, in the Carib-·
bean , in South America. Wherever they
reside an idcnlification with those peo·
pie . Realizing the places where yOU and
those individuals come on a common
ground . No matter what your differences in philosophy are, no matter what
your difference in ideology are the
places where you come in common at
and that is culture . You are individuals
of African descent . Cathcart and I are in
tune and that's one reason why we feel
we arc good for the office . We ' ve been
in organizations together and we ' re in
tune in our ideology. We don' t really
deviate from each 'other in any particular vein with regard to that .
Q: How do you plan to be accessible
and open to the ideal and opinions of
the stud~nts that do not necessarily
agree with your ideology and political
beliefsl_
Cathcart: Well , we arc going to
meet on a common ground . We ' re not
going to push them on evefy idea· that
we hold as a personal conviction . We
arc going to express o ur convictions
as much as possible because we feel
they arc a necessity to us as a people .
But we realize the diversities that exist
on this c~~s and hope~ully thfough
an organ1zat1onal. forum we will have
constant rapport with the different
organizations be they Greek letter, be
they NOBUCS, be they state club orga·
nizations, be they athletic
organizations-so that everybody's
panicular concerns can be addressCd on
•
a roundtable on a,common level . We
1

(See Oithcart
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Tony Gallant
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Owens.

Jackson: Yes .
Q: Ha\'e _}'OU had an.}' experience with a
large b11dget? Do you feel that having
experienl·e »•ith a large budget1 is vir.'al
for a HUSA president .?
·
Jackson: I've been responsible for the
School of Business budget, which is
over $20.000 . I was on the Hilltop Policy Board where I was responsible for a
budget of $160,000. and the UGSA
bud get whi c h ha s a budget over
$60.000 .
I' ve had internships responsiblcs of
working with a budgt_over $100,CXXJ. It
is essential to have experience with a
large budget . That is one of the cruc'ial \
th ings lhat a student government leader
should have-the knowledge to utilize
the bl:ldget effeclivcly in order to be
productive in office .
Q : What type of K•orking relationship
.
do _\·ou feel 1s
necess<1ry for a HUf' A
presidenr to l1a1·e "K 1ith the present ad,r1l11istr<1tion."'
JacksOn: It is necessary to first :
I . Open channel s of communicatio
2. Sil down and work toward studJnt
objectives
3. If that fail s. resort to other means
Q : Whar is .\ ·our politic·al ideology .a nd
1,·hat role »'ill it pla)' in .\·our tenure if
elec·ted.?
Jackson: 1do not have one . I' m neithe r liberal . conservative, nor moderate
but 1 am pragmatic. I do what needs to
be done at that particular time .
Q : Hott' do _\'OU plan lo be accessilfle
and open to ; he ideas and opinions <lf
rhe j"fudents 11 ho do not necessar'ily
agree 11·itl1 _\'Ou; political beliefs .? '
Jacksoli : Myron and I believe t~at
what' !' truly irnportant is that s lude~ts
. becon1c as educated a's possible . We
don't expec l everyone 10 agree w ith
1
what \'-'e do . However. as we have
proven in lhe past . we will work 10 See
that students are given as much an
'opportunity to express themselves as
possible. to allow !he sludent body t~ be
e:<posed to as n1any differenl lhou ~hl,S
as possible . so students can make up
their minds. Thi s will be done in an
et.forr to pron101e unity, as Myron and I
have done in the past . by working with
othe.r groups and organi zations.
Q : What role are non -student go1•ernment st11dents going to plO)' in ;·our ,a dministration if .\ 'OU are elected?
Jackson: The mos1 importa11t role of
all is thal we ' re not in student gov~rn,
ment to serve the student in student
governn1en1 . We ' re in student gov~rn
ment to serve the students at large . e
students at large elected us . And th tis
where our allegia~ce lies- to the tudents. not to any student governme tal
group .
'
Q : Whar is .vour position on the using crunch at the university?
Jackson: RealiStically , we can not expect to ease the housing problem o~er
night . Myron and I were at a meeting
Monday and we were checking out the
figures to see how many people didn 't
rece iv·e on.ca~pus h_o using .
What we will do 1s offer pragrqat1c
and sensible solutions. such as pub,ishing apartment guides for students to
find more student priced housing i1 the
Howard community .
Secondly, we will locate residen~ in
T the community who wo1,1ld like to articipate in a Board-A-Student prog m,
giving them access to the activities of
HUSA in exchange for charging students a reasonable rent rate .
Housing is not our only concern,
Housing is a secondary contern. l~you
_c an't afford your tuition to buy t>opks,
you won't have to worry about campus
housing. Myron and I intend to institute
a student reviving (SIC) loan fund . :We
plan to institute boo.k grants and scpolarships to students who qualify . l]iey
will be given $20 book grants to llelp
defray the cost of books . We pl3;? to
institute a book exchange project wt:lere
students can buy books at a redu.:ed
cost . We also plan to work for the expansion of the university work-study
program providing students a chance to
help themselves .

l
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Other proposals arc:
t . Improving _shuttle bus service
2. "financially aiding dormito ies
through their dorm council
3. Supporting the formation of the
interstate counci!
4 . Increase the communication between the students , student government
(Seo
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' what they're doing
people who
knOv.
once they ·ve reached that office . We
don't ne~d people who are trying to
learn how to do the job. Five or six
months after you've learned how to do
the job . . . your time is ~ . And
actually they've not accomplished anything . . . The students have been cheated again out of student government .
Whereas , Andrt!: and I both have the
know-how and the ability and the confidence and the dedication to do the job. I
think Andre and I could offer the student body a well-balanced student government that represc_nts every facet of
student life on Howard University's
campus . _
Q. Wh y do you feel you should be
HUSA President, and what separates
}'Ou from the field of candidates .?
Owens: I am extremely well quali ·
fied to be HUSA president . We ' ve had
the advantage of seeing it (student government) both from the inside and the
outside . We have a different perception
of the functions and responsibilities of
the student government . Because of
th a t fa c t , we are for a powerful
accelerating in the development of student services and to forge a broader
awareness of concern on the pan of the
students . What separates me from the
other candidates is my detennination to
voice the will and the concern of the
students aggressively in a manner that
hasn't been addressed before .
Q . Do }"OU have a tangible written
platform that would substantiate What
you are proposing to do in the speak.outs and support the claims )'OU are
making?
Gallant: Yes , our platform describes
us . Our platfonn is very diverse and
very resourceful . It touches on every
facet of student life, and it's the same
way with AndrC and myself. We are
very diverse, very resourceful and we
represent all areas-a cross section of
students on campus . And that 's what
\\·e call a new balance- we balance .
We want everyone to share with HUSA
next year-not one particular organization or group .
Q. Have } ' OU had any experience
with a large budget?
Owens: As president of the Liberal
Arts Student Council, which both of us
have served we dealt with the larger
student council budgets on campus . So
we are well experienced in development and coordination of student budgets .
Gallant: And that 's another thing
that separates us from the rest of the
candidates. Some of the candidates
have had no. experience dealing in a
budgetary manner with a budget such of
this capacity, and I think that's going to
be a problem with a lot of the candidates
who have not dealt with it (budget) yet.
Q. Do you feel that having experience with a large budget is vital for a
HUSA President?
Gallant: Absolutely . . . yoo need
some type of management , you need
some type of budgetary control. You
can't just say, 'I'm going to give
S60.000 here and $50.000 here and
we're just going to keep throwing it
out . ' You have to have a good precise
budget where you can ensure that the
students are getting the most production
out of the $65,000 they pay every year.

What type of working relationship do
you feel is necessary for a HUSA president to have with the present administration?
Owens: A relationship of understanding must exist between HUSA
leadership and the university administration . There must be a manner
of respect as stu~nts for the university
administrtors, but at the same token, 1
think that university administration has
to be sympathetic to student conccrnsand that would be our fmt priority .
Q. What is _your political ideology
and what role will it play in your tenure
if elected?
Ow
.
ens: My i~logy is one of asscrt1ve representation of the students . . .
Well 1 think ·d 1
h
d
. •
i co ogr a~ more to o
with what sense of d1rect1on has your
life followed since you've been a stu-

How~ U~ivcrsity .

The two students hying for the position of Undergraduate Trustee to the
Boarp of Trustees, which is the governing body of the University, both have a '
long track record of organiational
leadeship and involvement .
Both Joey Russel George, a political
science major from Queens, N. y·_, and
Terry .B. Tucker, a radiation therapy
major from "'Balti.more, Md ., are juniors.
George said he was one of the organizes of the Howard University chapter
of the College Young Democrats , a
national organization. ''I have been
,offered national positions but I turned
· them down to work more closely with
this group." he said .
According to George , he has also
represented Howard University at
several conferences, served on the judiciary board at both Drew Hall and
Sutton Plaza donnitories, and as the
special assistant to the executive director of the Association on Third World
Affairs .
'' I'm a doer.'' George said. '' I don't
wait for things to occur, and then jump
on it later . I don't jump on the bandwagon, I construct it and then push it
along .'·
Tucker said he is the founding and
present chainnan of the'Studcnt Health
Advi sory Board to the University
Health Scrivce. ·'This is the student
group which communicates the opinion
and ideas of the students," to the
"Health Scrvicse.
He is also vice-presideiit of the College of Allied Helth, a member of the
Howard University Hospital Task
Force , and resident assiStant in the
Drew Hall dormitory for the past two

'

(See Tru>tees
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.Elections March 7
I

'

LASC candidates
By JAN BUCKNER
Hilltop Staffwriter
An independent candidate and two
slates hav-c declared cheir candidacies
for Liberal Arts Student Council
(LASC) offices. The HUSA elections,
scheduled to be held March 7, will result in the selection of all. student gov1ern~t officials for the 1984-85
sctfool year.
Jeffrey P . Jones, a junior political
science major, who is presently serving
as treasurer of LASC, is independent
presidential candidate. Jones' campaign slogan is ''Elect JCffrey P . Jones
For Continued Service."
··I feel that the present administration has done a commendable job and I
would like to see to it that programs like
the ' Black Mayors Conference' arc
continued," said Jones .
John Harrisingh, a sophomore political science major, is the LASC presidential candidate running at the helm
of a ticket which includes vicepresidential candidate Sonja Preston, a
junior in politic8.l science; Eric Mansfield, a freshman chemistry major and
treasurer hopeful, and Angela Whiteman as the ticket 's candidB.te for sccrc-

•

tary .
The slate, which has as its theme .
''Integrity plus Responsibility equals
Production," is stressing political and
academic awareness among liberal arts
students, according to Harrisingh .
''We would like to serve ·as a middleman between liberal arts and the liberal
arts student," he said .
Kelli Jo Crummer, a sophomore
political science major and candidate
for LASC president, he!lds up the ' :Dimensions qfChange'' slate which, she
said, ''emphasizes the differentness of
individuals o.l the ticket and the representation they provide .' ' Crummer's
vice-presidential running mate, Tonia
Jones, is a sophomore cnglish major.
Jones has write-in status as a result of
confusion between the elections committee and her slate .
The '' Dimensions' ' slate opted not to
present a candidate for treasurer because, according to Crummer, ··1 feel
we have a good rapport with Eric Mansfield.' ' ''I can't think of anyone betier
equipped to do the job than he, .. she
added . Natalie Holder, a junior political science major, is· the slate's candidate for secretary.

Scholars honored
'
By

THOMAS D. QUASH

s.,...1.1 1o the Hilltop

Sutton Plaza residents with a grade
point average of 3.0 or better were bonorcd at a Sutton Plaza Honor Awards
Ceremony last Sunday• Feb. 26.
The honor program was the idea of
donn counselor. Reverend John Mendenhall, and resident ' assistant Dawn
DeVeaux, both of Sutton Plaza, an offcampus Howard University dormitory .
De Veaux explained that any resident
with a minim m G p A 0 f 3 0 , the
u
· · · . . · ior
Fall 1983 semester was ehgtble for 111
award. ''We hung nnaters ••kin f.
. r~ ,
8 or
~ students to sign up, ' DeVeaux

w~We

dent here at
And
(the staff) d • ·
my answer to that is that we've always
.
. doe
on t think that the
followed an assenive, self-assured, univ~rstty
s e~~ to promote~·
confident position. And that 's the role ?.cm1c excellence, DeVeaux said .
and the direction we would move stu- . ~I of the Sutton staff members par·
dent goVemmcnt to
ttctpated, but we couldn't get any
Q. Howdoyoup°uin10Maccessible money ~m R~i~~ Life for this
·
program, she ~ .
(See C>.Yens Page 5)
&ch honoroe received a cenificate,

an inscribed pen, and an individual
photograph that had been shot previously . Of Sutton' s 406 residents, 63
students were recipients.
''lbc turnout was excellent on the
studenta part," Rev. Mendenhall said. ••1 expected. more administrative personnel from the university since its emphasis is always on academics,'' he ad-

ded.
According to DeVea•••, invitations
were sent to the CXM•ntelon of each
dorm as well as certain me••tben of thc
Office of Residence Life. Mendenhall
noted that the only administration

member to appear wu Mollie Hopkins,
community director for the off-campus
dorms of Howard University .
1be second •wards ceremony-will be
held in October for those students with
a 3.0G.P .A . orbcnc:rduring the Spri11g
1984 semester. The organizer of that
program will be Ju liu'll µ.,.'hitle)
currently a Sutton Plaza floor .•:·presentative.
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Our undergraduate officer comnlissioni11g program gives
• Lets you take civilian flying lessons
. .
yo11 the opportunity to get 111ore tl1a11 a B.A. or B.S. It gives you So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out the
a_chance to get a career started plus:
Mari11e Corps u11dergraduate officer comnlissioning pro-·
• Ear11 $100 a 1no11th duri11g tl1e school year
~
gram. Yo11 could start off making more than $17,000 a
• As a f1·esl1111a11 or sopho111ore, lets yo11 co111plete yottr basic
year from the start and ear.IJ' a degree in leadership.
trai11ing dt11i1~g two '.sLx-\veek
. - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . MaybeJWcanbeoneolus.
st1nu11er sess1011s
••
•Lets yo11 get i11 li11e for 011e
The~
of 011r gr;1d11ate pr<>gr;.1111s <L'> 'l
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Catl1cart/J enkins ·

Byrd/Fields
frot f I Pa,i:e l
ticipate, you'll still be 1nfonned by the
mass mailings we plan to in1plen1ent .
Q: Wha1 is .~·our /JQSition on the housin'g cr~nc·h at HoM•ard '.'
Byrd: 011e of the things 1hat ()atr)'I
and I plan lo in1plCn1ent js a special
projCc-t callee! J.lousi.ng ln1pnl\le111ent

and Lliw Rent Talks !fi ll r1 . HILT is a
•

series of negotia1ions " 'ith the Offil·e of
Residence Life and local real1ors . We
realize there 's a shortage of· housing
and wha1 we would like tlJ {ltl is " 'ork
with lpe Ofllce of Residenl'C Life and
go ou'tf~nd talk to real1urs tu try a11d gear
the hoUsing in the area to tilt' stt1de11ts.
and also keeping the rent at a \'er)' l11w
rate .
Q·:· What is ,\'tJur ptJsition 011 1·on1prehensi\·e e:cantinc1tiot1.f bet.·c1"1it1g
mamlt1t11r.\· in the C11l/ege of ~iber11/
Arts?l
Byrd: We (Byrd and Fields) plan to
' a pre -co111prehensi\·c e'amina set up
tion . !We want sludenfs tll n1ake the
adjustnlCnl to lhe exa111 in their JU111,)r
year so lhey can find tlUt wha1 infom1ation will be on the exan1 Sll you can
fan1ili.a rize yourself " 'ith the 111a.terial .
By tho time you're goi11g 10 take it you
won't have any proble111s at all .
Q : What is your position on po!isible

t>rder for us to d.-al
witl, tl1at we 11111~1 be
(11

si11~arl)' edt1t·utt><I •••
increas~s

,-

I

Jackson/Howie

_f;.,,,,1 PagC' J
will have lines Gf co1111nun ~t· at1on open
10 all stt1dc111s al all ti111es.
Q : \Vh111 role are 11011 -.1·tullen1 govt'r11111eri1 .1111tle111s gt1i11x 10 t''''·'' in )'Our
11tir1ii11i.1trt1tio11

if .1·t111 t 11·e

elec·ted.'

Cathcart: Ari i111111e11sc role . The)'
:ire tile studenl bl)ll y . They are the
11111ti1•i11ing faclllr tl1a1 we i11i1iated in
lt1i~

p,articUlllf _lllOVe .

l 'll(I S("

brolherS

1vl10 are no11-invol\•cd i11 the so-called
govcr11111<.·11t enroll111cnt at this institu1ior1 1.,,111 OC dealt with through their
11arti('t1lar or~a11ilation . l "hcir r11lc will
t1e tu ~u pple111~11t tl1e actions 11 f thi s
<td111 in i strat ion .
•
Q : Whc1t il ) "t 111r {'fJ.1·iti1111 <'n 1}1e
}1t)11s i11.~

<·1·1111c·J1 cit the u11i\·er.111.\ !
Cathcart: We h;t\'C to re;tll) l'\ alt1a1c
the lotter)' syste111 ;1 11d \\'Ork in l.'. tlnjt111l·~
lion \\'ith 1J1e ad111i111 s1ra1io11 ~1 s ftir n1t1re
leasible ways to deal wilh all1lCating
roon1s and living fa(.·ilities for the s1utle111s . \Ve feel tha1 .. 1he (.' Oncerns of the
~tudc 11t s about the li1•ing t·al·ililics is a
\.' t)' that has been allowed tl ) li11ger too
long, a11d " 'C feel tli~t we " 'ould like lo
liave our ad111i11istra1,ion made kno\vn to
us and the studenl hody " 'hal are the
11lans 10 dc:1l with lhc dorn1itor)' situ<t1ion. If 1J1C)' tlti r111t 11:1\'l' '.'l<1ns then \\IC

We

l1t1\'e It> ~,· 11lt1t1lt~ tlie

effe'-'1i''e11e1"S~ t>f 0111·

cdtJ("lttit>ll Ill S)"S(t•111 . . .

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

in the st1ulent ac·tiviry fee ancl

tuition,?
Fields: It 's been quite a while since
the stu.denl ac1ivi1y fee has been raiSed .
It's inlKiequate for anyone to say the
resources meet the needs of the student
body .- ·1ne fee was set about 10 years
ago . You can't fill any demand with
resouR:"es that were eslabl ished l 0 years
ago. that's crazy to believe . Increases
to tuition occur because of inflation .
We feel that' ii would benefit the· students and studenl governn1ent if there
was an increase jn lhe studenl aciivit)'

ree.

Q: What is ,)·our pol·itio11 on th~ ( 'ol·

le.ge of Liberal Arts' rei·ent/.\· 1·(Jti11g to
raise their entrance req11ireme11ts(
Fields: If Howard is to lruly tO become a capstone of Black educatilln.
we must n1aintain a stance for higher
standards . Ours are lower lhan n1ost
colleges . We can't always bear the burden that we ' re Black . In order for us 10
deal in America we must realize that
our ad,·ersary or our foe in 1nos1 cases
will be a White student who 's going to
be educated in a White university . 111
order for us to deal' With that we must be
sin1ilarly educated. and \Ve 111ust have
similar standards .

as a student body " 'Ill l1cl1> 1l1e111 tu
fon11ulate pla11s io dC":1l " 'ith the ti plift
a11d upkeep of our parlil·ul;1r fa ci lities .
Q : iVJ1c11 ;_,. .\'011r pu.~it io11 '''' ("t1n1·
p I e lie II ,\' ; 1 e F..\'(l !II i fl(/ ti()11 .\' ht-1'0111 i II g
tl).Jinclt1rl1r.' · i11 tl1t• ( ',•ll1•,'J:1' ti} Lif>ert1l
Art.1·:'
Cathcart: Our ~' si tiu11un1ha1 is that
· '-''C \\IOU]d like 10 ha\'C O\ler:tll efl'e ...·ti\leness t1f lhe co111prcl1ensi\le c.\ar11inalil1ns c\1;1lt1<1!cJ . ,\1 ~11\\'l'11:1\' C jJrt1l1!c111!>
" ·11/1 ii Oeing lir11ited It) JUSI the l 'ollege
of Liberal A11s " ·l1e11 there ;ire 12 lir I .~
undergradut1!e ~l·l1lt0ls 1hat do 1.1111 l1a\'C
that parti(·t1lar ~lipul;1 ti1111 . A11d 1f 11 is
truly cffcl·ti Vl'. the11 11 sl1t1uld he 1n1ple111ented ur1 1\l ersil) - \~1 idc. •tr1{l 11 11 is
11t1t eflCcti,·c-. 1t1c11 it .. hould be obl1tc ra1cd
Q : \Vh(1f i.1· .\·1111r 1>0.,·i1io11 fJtl tl1e ( 'olle,t.:e of /'. ihr1·r1/ .4rt.~ rt'1·e11tf.\· 1·otin,1t to
rt1ise tl1eir e11tr1111l·e r1•q11ire111t•11t.~ : ·
Cathcart: \Ve 11re not in fa\lor of any
rai si 11g of s1a11<lards (lf grade s at this
in stitulitJll :1f 1hi ~ p:111 i(' lJlar 11111l' . \\.'e
h:t\"t' f(l t' \' ;1] I I :111.. I Ill ..:' I t L 1. [ I \' l' 1ll.'"!' 11! i lllr
educa1ion;1J S)'Slcn1 tl1rl1u~h1}1 11 our
co111111unity or wherc\'Cr Our pc<1l1~ g-o to
scht)()] before all)' l)'pe of al·t io11 l a 11 he
taken .
1

•

ff1>lll

Trustees

Owens/Gallai:it
fro111

l'r.1gt• .?

ltJge 3

and open to the ideals and opinions o
and faculty and administration .
5. Security-establishing emergency the students that do nor necessaril
agree with your ideolog_v and politit.·a
telephones and increasing the lighting .
Howie: \\'e undersland 1he ·reality of beliefs ."
the situation because I have been rob·
,.
hf.Ii 1wice .
6. lr1creasing library service
Gallant: Thal's what we ha\le been
to 24 hours
preaching in our platfonn . We feel 1hat
7. Havi11g a· HUSA on ·ca1111ius tutorial every student on this campus has a need
that can "t be denied, because every stuservice
' 8. lnten1atio11al sludents research in- dent on this campus has 1he potential
st11ute
and the abili1y to become a don1inant
9 . Conti11uatio11 01· freshn1an lecture fQrce within this world today. So we're
service
not g(1ing to be so narrow-minded to
(,) : Wl1t111 .\· .\ 'OllY f'o.~itiu11 on the Cutn · listen t{1 only 011e opinion because there
prehet1 Ji 1·t- Exan1i11c11i<>n becomi11g are too 111a11 y ~1pi nions that are just as
n1a11datc>r\' i11 the College o.f Liberal intelligenr j11s1 as motivating as any
Arts?
other pe1 s11n c10 this campus. That 's
Jackson : I don't feel lhat a student why \\'e keep saying that we do nol
sh(1uld be fo.r ccd to take a11 exan1 in represen1 O lll~ t'acet of this campus life
Liberal Aris where it is nol in1- like some other candidates . We
plen1ented in (1lther scl1ools . Secondly. represent a c ross-section; we 're open 10
there is also t:1Jk of raising !he c111rance opinions <ind Sltggestions beca.u-;e
.
count .
SAT st·u res for s1udents of Liberal you ' re ,·1ews
Arts~ which I a111 strongly fighting
Q. WJ1ut role are 11on-st1tdcn1 go11a!!ainst . Raising the SA'r score C<Juld
ert1n1ent stude11t.f going to p/11)' iri _\'<>ur
possibly decrease enrolln1en1 01· Liberal
ad111inil·tratiot1 if e/ec·ted?
Aris and the nu111ber tlf Black studen1s
wh(1 C(1111e to coll ege . It cou ld possibly
Owens: We need and we seek those
allo"' for an increase flow of students of people who have. differing opi11ions
111)11-..\ f rii.::1n de see 111 .
.from oursel\les, and we seek and need
Q : " '!1t11 is .\·011r positio11 011 p<1.f.fible !hose students who have differing expe·
111(·rel1.1·t'l" i11 1he St11de11t A<· ti~·it\' Fe" riences fron1 ourselves 10 help us coor·
(/f/(J ]'11iti<111 .1
dinate and in1ple111ent these ac1ivities
for 1he benefit of the can1pus populaJackson: I d1J 11 't think the lee should ti<i n
he incrc:tscd for sll1dent govern111cnt. It
n1ay· be necessary 10 increase ii for
Q. l\'!1at is .\·ou1· f>osirio11 on ( '<1111se\leral \'chicles suc h as the bison year- prehensii·e E_t:a111i11atio11s bec·o11 ; g
1 11
book . Ho" 'e\'er, M}·ron and I feel thal ma11da1or_\" i11 tht' l 'ollege of Libe · i/
11
Ull}'One " 'ho has the experience of han- Art.~?
dling a budget can cffecti\•ely and
efficientl)' u!ilize ;1 h1 1d ~et t11 n1ee1 1he
Owens: ·1·here is (1111~· 011c reason
needs of the Ho"'t1rd Uni,•crsity s1udent why we have Co1nprehen si\le Exa111ina·
bl.xiv .
,
lions in lhe College of l_iberal Arts
now . Because of the u11i\lersily :ind lhe
faculty -senate of lhe College 1.lf Liberal
In t·u11t·l11sio11 :
Arts desi re to bolster their own slanding
Jackson: The wa)' Dan Jackson and
in the c\·.:~ 11f· thCir peers or their proM)' ro11 l·luwic St'C it. sludent gov fessio11als . .. because the advisory
cn1111cnt ·s first priori1y is to the stude111s
boards come down periodically lo re·
of Howard U11i\lersity . \Ve , (Jan Jack ·
view the s1andings and requiren1e n1s.
son and ~1yro11 llo"·ic. fully recognize
Bet·ause of the fact thal " 'e ha\'e Con1the in1portance of Blal·k co11sci<Jusness.
prehe11sive Exa1ninations in lhe College
i11tema1io11al aff:1irs. and the bridgi11g
of Liberal Arts-docs that mean 1hat
of the gap bct"·ce11 1-lo"·:ird and the
the studenls in the Schools of Business.
Howard c<1111111l1nity .
Communi1..·a1ions and Allied Health are
inferior ltl the graduates of the College
Our n1:tjor thrust of the Jackson/
of· Liberal Arts'? l'he n1ajor problen1
How ie 1ean1 will be pro\'idi11g studenls
wi1h the Con1prehensive Exa1nination
wi1h direc l at·t.·ess to sludcnl gov·
is the me1hod of implen1en1a1ion as well
ern111ent 's resources and n1aking sluas the isola1ion ... as well a<; the lack
dents aware of the resources lhe ~to
of f11IJ11" . up e \lalua1ion .
" 'ard Uni\lersi1y t.:011111111nir}' h :1 ~ It> ,,f
fc 1 b) i111ple111e11ti11g !'r11gran1s thal in HUSA ELECTIONS
crca:.e the u11ity 011 1!1is c111npus and to
MARCH 7. 1984
allow the sludcnts to fully take ad)
vantage of 1hc he11cllts that a H<>ward vo·rE !!! vo·rE !!! VOTE!!! !
Uni\lersity education has 10 offer.
r--~~~~~~~___..i-

/romPageJ

~

he has already decidedpn the issues he
sees as most pressing if he wins the
e!ection . But he said, ''I'm gl.i.1g to
work on the~e things whether I'm
elected or not .''
George plans 10 work on exlending
the library hours. exlending and increasing lhe shuttle. bus service, in*
creasing campus sCcurity, discontinu·
ing the swimming te~ uirement for
Liberal Arts students.1a~"d establishing
an ombudsman office .
According to George. he belie\les li brary hours should be extended bacause
it is a. '' fundamenlal entity on al l u11i versities and s1udents should have
accessto it at a ll tin1es. ··
He said the shuttle bus service should
be improved . ·'Why should students
suffer bec ause they live off campus'?'· He added that he was a delegate for the National Baptist Stude111
Uniu11 retreat for 1982 and 1983.
,...
Tucker 's campaign slogan is · ·concern, Dedica1ion. and Experience··. ''I
am co11cemed about the general welfare
of the student body and it expresses my
dedication ... Tucker said.
He said Jll(JS! studenls arcn·1 aware of
the existence of many of the committees he sef'\'CS on--· ' They aren't part
of the limelight ''. Referring to the ex lension of hours at the Unversity-Health
Service, Tucker said. ''It wasn't like
they said all of a sudden.'Let\s stay
open two extra hours' .··
.J
·' The way I see n1yself is just as a
student who cares . I want to go a little
step further wilh my care and concern." he said .
George's can1paign slogan-- ·· we are
one· · -·stresses student u11ity . ··we here
are one. regardless of school. college,
city or country of origin or color of
skin . We're one with common concerns. co111111l111 experiences, and com1110 11 gu~I . And 1ha1 is the con1tinued
tr:tdition of cxcell~1 1ce at the uni\lersily," George explained that , ''I-toward has a reput;1tion for building
Black Jeades of the pasl, present and the
future .··
George said because he is a '' doer'' .
he has already decided on the issues he
sees as most pressing if he wins the
elcctio11 . Bui he said , ··1·m going to
work 011 lhe se things whelher I'm
elected or not . ··
George plans to work on extending
the library hours. extending and in·
creasing the shuttle bus serv ice, in creasing ca111pus security . disconlinuing the s wi111111i1ig require111ent for
Liberal Are s students. and cs1ablishing
a11 on1buds111an office .
Accordi11g to George. he belil!ves Ii brary hours should be extended bacause

it is a. ''fundamental entity on all universities and student should have access
at all limes ."
He said the shuttle bus service should
be improved . ·'Why should student
suffer because they live off campus?''
George said that security should be
increased to protect students and uni* •
versity property , ''Rather than standing
on comers talking to beautiful ladies ;
thay should make sure we're secure as
students.''
He said he wants to discontifiue the
swimming requirement because he
t'e els s1ude nts are mature enough to
n1ake their own decisions. ''You're a
student in college. it should be an' option . ''
George explained that he wants to
create an ombusmans office where students can go when they have problems
with the administration. ''He'l l work as
a n1cdiator. He'll work to solve prob-len1s be1ween stdue nt s and the ad·
n1inistration . '.'
Regarding the housing shortage at
the uni've~ity Tucker said he is ·•very
concerned . That 's one reason I decided
to be a resident assistant. I think it's
easier to change a system from the inside rather than the outside , but that
doesn't mean thal you become a part of
the other side . ' He said he believes the
University is making an effon but, ''fi.
nances and planni11g. ·· are hindering
their efforts .
George agreed that housing is a ma·
jor problem'. ''I would make sure the
Bciard of Trustees heard that if not more
donns. then the existing ones should be
renO\lated . •.
.
Regarding the Comprehensive Exam
for Liberal Arts students. George said,
'' If Liberal Arts has to have it , ·then
everyone else should have to have it.''
He said the adn1lnistration ·'should let
tfle student body stale what they like or
don ·1 1ike and I can go from ttiere. ''
1
l 'ucker said . '' I think it's good if its
objective is 10 111ake sure students are
con1petent in their particular field . But
if i1' s going to be used to keep students
from graduating , then i1's wrong . There
11eeds to be some sort of preparatory
course and some insighl as to the whole
philoso11hy behind the Comprehensive
Exa111 . ·'
Regarding the student activity fee
and tuition increases Tucker said. ''I
think the Universi1y needs to examine
it s orginal goal for existing and
prioritize i1s objectives.·· He said he is
not sure whether a university can be an
eduational institution and a business at
the same tinie, !hough. ''one has to

•
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'!';our Bahamas College Week Includes:
• Round ·trip air transportation rrom your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nights accomniodation in
Freeport (Windward Palms Hotel-casual club lik~ hotel located downtown. next to El Casino and
opposite to International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolphin or Atlantis Holel-ideally located across the
street rrorn the beach within walking distance to everything) . Pri.ce based on quad occupancy. Triple
add-S20.00 Double add-SS0.00 • RoundtripairporUhotel transfers • Hotel room tax • Gratuities
for bellman, chambermaids and poolman • College Week activities-sports, parties. music. fun .
Option-First class Bahamas Beach Hotel (Nassau) Add $ 70 per person.
,
$20 air increase from New ·Vork now In effect

-

.,
.F':°A 1'0

-~-----------------------·i~· 212·355·4705/800·223·0694 (reservations only)

INllR COILEOIATE
HOLl!M.YS INC.
501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

I

Bahamas College Weeks
0
LI
0
lJ
0

Jan07-Jan14
Jan 14-Jan 21
Jan 21-Jan 28
Jon 28-Feb 04
Feb 25-Mor 04

lJ Mar 03-Mar 10

D Mar 10-Mor 17
D Mar 17-Mor 24
0 Mar 24-M•r 31
O Mar 31-Apr 07
C'I Apr 07-Apr 14

0 Apr 14-Apr 21

0
O
0
0
0

Apr21-Apr28
Apr 28-"'-y 05
M•y 05-May 12
Moy 12-"'-y 19
"'-Y 19-May 26

Check One :
LJ FREEPORT
(Sunday departures)

[-J NASSAU

Sounds good. I've checked

lh~

D Quad

a•

O Triple

week I want lo party and enclosed

N/11'\E

O Double

100 deposit.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
·
I
I
I

ROOMMATES
•

DEPARTURE CJTY

•

CITY

STATE

•

ZJP

.....

·•Alt prke• plus 15% tax and services.
Price besed on departures from

I
I

Hollywood, Pompano Beach-, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach.
Want the tradition to li\'C.on forever? Then order your full-color 17'' x 23'' poster of Spring Break·~ by sending

$3.00 (check or money·order, no cash, please) to' Spring Break '84, 500 Third Avenue West, Seattle, V/.'A 98119.
Be sure to include your name, address and college. Price includes ixma.:~ and handling.

~

I
I
I
I

'

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

I
I
I
I

I

Occupancy

(Saturday depar1ures)

I

Carilpus Rep!Office

New YOf'k (fOJ Washington O.C.
& BoMoo add S40J.
Each traveler must fill out separate form .

·---------------------------~
I

•

I
•
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An Assessment of the Field

REVIEW & OUTLOOK

__.at cart
or
resi ent

,.

,

Atter careful deliberation and con-

any newspaper Cditorial staff to endorse
the candidate of their choice.

however, and does not have an endorse-

ment tied to it. Jt is just this writer's

-Cathcart and Jenkins are exciting

.

,

-

,

I
'

honest view on the 1984-85 presidential

race for HUSA .

is currently the Community Development Committe e Coordinator for
NOBUCS and Jenkins is the public relations c-o mmilt ee c oordinator
NOBUCS and vice president of the
south Carolina Club .
The two are staunch supponers of
Pan - Afri r:<1ni ~n1 with the belief tha1,
'
''N~ maner what yoli differences in
philosopies arc , no inaner what your
dit.ferer1ce in ideology are, the places
wh ere you co m e in co mmon is
culture- a nd that is tha1 you are individuals of African descCnt ," said
Jenkins .
E.very student may not agree with the
fundameilJal tenets of Pa~fricanism ,
1
.
but Cathcart and Jenkins seem to be
willing to r:neet studenl s on a common
ground , 1,1nlike NeWell when he was
HUS A preside11t .

-~

••-

•

·

Chris Cathcart/Manotti Jenkins :
Theme is ··A Fresh Stan.·· These arc
men of good intentions. They honestly
believe that student government is corrupt, and that they arc the individu.i.ls

who can turn studenl government
around. Both are integral members of
NOBUCS . My opinion is that if these

College Students (NOBUCS). Cathcart

Their campaig_n slogan , _.. A Fresh
Start'' tells the whole story about the
candidates . Indeed, student governrnept needs some nc;w hlood .
Student govemmentj_s f~t bec:Oming
a place where students·collect stipends
and do very little work . Cathcart and
Jenkins can provide the new blood that
is ~ed. simply because they have not
__ woded inside a HUSA administration ,
although both were HUSA volunteers
in 1982-1983.
Over a four-year period , the office of
HUSA picsident has taken OQ some
very noticable changes . Under the An·
'drc G111soo administration in 1980-81.
HUSA waS very visible,
rogressive
'
in fight for be11er housing C n !:ions at
Eton Towers. Throughout atson's
term . the Associati
as n good
graces with the student body for ils

'

Now, as we come to the end of another HUSA administrative term, what is
the assessment of the current crop of
HUSA hopefuls. This is just opinion,

denr Senate, arc bound to fail.

the student body.

I

This column is not an endorsement,
however it is well within the right of

sideration of the slates for the offices of
Howard University Student Associa- and sincerely feel they can ''penetrate
1
lion prcsidcnt and vice presidenl the the stale atmosphere that cutrcntly enHilltop has decided that the ticket ot· gulfs our campus . . . ·' as they state on
Christopher Darren Cathcart and Man- one of their campaign flyers . Both are
otti LcMorris Jenkins is the one that is very active members in the National
most worthy of the suppo~ and votes of . Organization of Black University and

,

I

,
gcntl~mcn

are elected, they will not be
as effective as they are now. The reason
being that HUSA is an administration,
not a political ideology, or political

party,
Dan Jackson/Myron Howie: Two of
the very best Howar<I politicians .
Running urider the theme of ''Effective
Student Government. '' Jackson ran for
HUSA presidency in 1982-83 as a
write-in candidate whO received three
votes . He knows student government.
Howie fits into the mold of a young ,

Black Walter Mondale. Jackson is
currcntl , UGSA coodinator with
Howie as program coordinator. My op:
inion is that if elected, Jackson/Howie
will not initiate anything new because
neither one of them has really worked
diligently on anything in stUdcnt government from start to finish .

Raymond Byrd/Darryl Fields: A
quiet, but effective team. Running under the theme of ''Moving the Mecca .· '
Bynt is no Johnny-come-lately to this
· entity we call student government. He
is presently serving as LASC president .
Fields is a newcomer and not muCh can
be said of his experience . Byrd ran a
highly efficient office thi s year in
Liberal Arts . The Byrd/Fields team is
not going to pcrfonn well in an ··open''

office like HUSA because of their lack
of understanding of the diverse student

body, and their lack of knowledge of
issues affectins; Blacks in general, Howard students in particular.
Andrt Owens/Tony Gallant : Two .
former LASC presidents making their
bid . 'Their theme is ''A New Balance ·
for Strong Studept Government ~··
Ownes/Gallant have been around I-lo-

served as Special Projects DiJector for
HUSA this year and Gallant as Local
Advising Manager for The Hilltop.
Both mc.n arc political infighters. If
eleclcd, Ownes/Gallant will find that
many of their proposed programs won't
work because of a lack of time, or a
disinterested group of students and administrators will simply not take a pmt
because of their obligations (class,
homework, money, work , etc . . . . )
Just remember on March 7, that this
your student government and vot~ (accordingly
..
- .

This column was written by a
H oward Student Government
officia l that wished;.;to remain
an y nom ous.

Letters to the Editor

Chris Cathcart

•

,

Manotti Jenkins

stem position with the administratir.
on student-related matters . Late in his
term Gatson resigned and gave Way tci
vice president James Ba11 .
The following year Walter Woods'
administration received the respect of
the student body until The Hilltop un·
covered the fact that Woods' did not
have the required grade point average to
serve as president midway through the
second semester of his term . Azizz
Ahmed stepped up into the vacated spot
and had a productive fmish .
In 1982-83 student· government
started to take a nosedive that it has yet
to fully recovered from . The Howard
Newell administration of last year overrea'ttcd on many different instances
when a cooler head would have got~n
more accomplished . Newell 's administration also was not open to the
views and ideas of the students that
disagreed with his socialist's and Pan·
Africanist
, views .
The pre sent Jone s and Clay administration works hard at trying to get
the average student to be politica11y active, but there is so much political
apathy among the student body that
'
.
. some of the programs. such as the Stu·

·· w e are 1goi ng to mei;:t on a con1n1on
ground . We "re no t going to push th!!m
(students) on every idea that we hold as
a personal conviction .·· said Cathcan.
·'We realize the diversities that exist on
this cam pus and hopefully through
o rganizatio nal forum we will have con.Stant rappon with the dift.erent orga·
•
•
n1zat1ons
. ••
Although the present university administration doesn ' t always act in the
,best interests of the students that attend
Howard . it is sti ll vital to have a cordial
working relationship with President
Cheek ' s office .
l
··we feel "it is vital that this institution has a working rappon with student
lel}dership ,'' Said Cathcart . ··we also
feel that 1w hen the administration goes
astray of the best interest of the student
body then they should be made aware
when they are deviating from our particular course.''
)
On March 7, the students will make
their own decisions for HUSA president, but it is the hQpe here that the
students· sec the urgent need to make
"A Fresh Stan" and pull the lever in
the voting J:Kx>th Chris D. e alhcart and
Manoni L . Jenkins.

The Hilltop
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Chocolate City Club Fading
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Respect for Life

•
Black Music
Being Integrated

Locke Hall Heeds Name

4

Homework Done

.

•.
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men' s sidekicks, comedians and other
non positive roles.
The portrayal of Blacks on TV is too
often derogatory. For example, Nell
Carter on ' ' Give me a Bi'eak'' who por.
Some organizations on Howard
trays a big burly woman as a Jive in nan·
ny in a white household . ''Different University's campus have faded into exStrokes and ''Webster'' depict the Black tinction without the mainstream - of
After seeing the ad for the Women 's little children or pregnant women .
race as being uncapable of taking care Howard students even noticing. Such
Medical Cen1er of Washington, O .C. in
?-Misled by lack of information . The ·
of its young. It seems to sublirilinally im· clubs Wine Psi Phi, Groove Phi GroOve
The Hilltop for several weeks advertis· book also mentions 10 women who said
ply that the white man always is taking and Ungaal Phi Wylde. There is one
ing their clinic, I decided to write to let they felt misled by lack of information .
care of the Black men's responsibilities . club, however, which has disappered
you know why that ad offends me .
Some women were' told that their baby
For the Black man to stop this grave in· overtlight and has left the D.C. area
I am against the ad and tl\c clinic itself was ''like a fish,'' like an acorn, or ''onjustice he must start controlling students wondering ''What has happenbecause !hey advocate the performance ly tissue ."
businesses in which Blacks are the main ed to the Chocalate City Club?''
of abortio11s, and arc only 1rying to And the list goes on and on. Abonion is J
The Chocolate City Club was once
consumers. Whites have a tendency to
solicit your mofiey to support their abor· truly a tragedy for both mother and
Black face white businesses and institu- highly visible in the around Howard
tion chambers to keep their business baby . It destroys them both . A woman
tions. By Black face, one means employ- University . The club originated the
a1ivc while th.ey kill innocent babies.
will not ''just forget it." Abortion does
ing all Blacks to give the customer and Dating Game, D.C. Weck, sponsered
I am totally againsl abortion . 't is the not have to be the result of pregnancy .
wprker the impression of a Black owned school board debates. tutored local
ultimate child abuse . The Supreme There are alternatives . Many agencies
busi11ess . Cod bless those who have sc hool children, showcased D.C .
Court has never been so wrong as to offer help for unwed pregant women •
their own and until the Black man con- fashion designers and held many social
legalize murder . It now seems that the facing this time in their life . But just
trols more businesses that employ large fun~tions just to name a few of the
know that abortion is ,certainly not the
1 most dangerous place to be is the womb .
numbers of Blacks, he will be susceptible club's activities . Yet at present club
Statistics show that 4,000 babies a day answer . What I have written here i's fact,
to the will and whims of the White man . operations are at a standstill . This has
are slaughtered by abortionists in the nol opinion. There's no factual argulefl many people a s king why?
United Stales, with 1he abortion rate for ment to say that an abortion is not enThe fault finger is pointed at the preEugene Kenny
Blacks being double. that of whites.
ding a life .
Howard University sent club president . This person alone is
In 1975, 300,000 Black babies were
Where has the resp«t for life gone? All
Politica1 Science Society responsible for the club's decline . This
aboned, and to this day the number has li fe is precious and comes from Cod . He
individual 's lack of leadership: maturity,
greatly increased . Because of abortion uniquely creates every individual with
as well as his ''l don ' t give a damn'' atwhole generations of people· have been loving care. He says in The Bible,_
titude has surfaced in his dealing with
eliminated . People need to stop trying to ''Before I formed you in womb I knew
students and the surrounding commrationalize and admit to the fact that you ... (Jer. I :4-5) . God foreknew us all ,
munity .
. abortion is the killing of innocent babies and has plans for us. In the same way he
Club members have forgotten that they
who can not speak for themselves. It is had plans for millions of babies killed . It
· were supposed to register people to vote
1.5 million murders a year that must is obvious that the supreme court and
First of all, l would like to sincerely who live in hard to reach places in D.C.
come to an end . I am convinced that the abortionists have no respect for life
This is a very important election year~
nor
the
fc
f
God
·
th
·
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God
thank
you
and
Y,Our
fine
staff
(parAmerica will go no where until every
ar o
10
e1r ea•• s.
.
- .,
Club members have forgotten that we
1
1
.
.clearly
says
in
The
Bible,
''Thou
~hall
t1cu
ar
y
your
''ace
report.er)
for
your
Abortion chamber is closed down . A nasupported and attended Maypr (Marion)
tion Ihat allows the death s~f babies will Not Kill .•• The PeoPle Who brHk., thiS t'f conctm about my scholasttc wel~arc. I Barry,'s Youth rally for voter registratioD~
command will give an account for it.
feel c~ trcmely honored to be considered
certainly Dot prosper .
two summers ago, yet, we can not ~I
you
were
worth
living
so
stand
up
and
re\evantl.y
newsworthy,
and
it
is
so
very
I'd like to tell you some facts about
off the ground to suppon the Rev . Jesse
speak
for
the
innocent
babies
who
can
~~~fort~~g
to
.
know
.
that
I
ha~e
abortion that the above mentioned clinic
Jackson's campaign for President of the
·not
speak
for
themselves.
friends
who
w1~l
take
time
out
of
their
and many other clinics just will not tell
busy schedules, JUSt to check on my United States.
you .
But alas, all is not lost for the
academic welfare from so many difShelly T. Randolph
First of all , abortion is not safe for the
Chocolate City Club. Maybe our club
ferent 'f8mpus sources.
mother . . Studies indicate that women
I am pleased to state that I am president will become a man and rectify
who have abortions run a nine percent
his wrongdoings. Nevertheless, the past
registered
and
-in
good
standing
.
I
do
risk of sterility, a 14 percent risk for
is
meet all criteria in serving as the Chair- club members must realize the Club's
habitual miscarriages in future pregnanman of ihe Hilltop's governing body, past work in the community and reunite
cies. The only baby a woman may ever
with the club. We are meeting in two
·the
Hilltop
Board.
My
certificate
of
have, may have just been aborted .
registration (validated of course) is at weeks. Stay tuned for · further details.
Another dangerous factor is that aborIris Dickens
your disposal if you wish to publish it .
tion is a ''blind'' procedure, meaning
Christopher Brown
Also, if you would like to please feel
In
America
there
is
an
overwhelming
that doctors can not see exactly what
Michael D. Bullock. '<
free
to
ask
me
concerning
the
printing
of
problem
that
faces
Black
America.
they are doing while they perform an
Theodore R. Banks~ 111 · ·
my grades,. financial aid records andimy
abortion . Severed parts or the child have Television is constantly taking away the
Chocoiate a ·ty Club Members ..
third grade temporary suspension.llPtice
been known to have been left within the pride and dignity of the African race
, mot tiers' uterus, causing severe infec- Black music is being integrated into' a' for throwing spitballs ar Terri ~ in
_..
tion : Many young women have died style that best suits the desire and max- Math class .
Why with friends like the editor, a11 of
from the traumatic abortion techniques imizes the utility of white audiences .
the deep, dark secrets of my personal life
being used today . But no one has heard Black artists seem today to be trying to
sound like rock and white artists seem to will be forever safe, and by the way,
about that have they?
maybe you might want to consider
Locke Hall lacks something the pracSecondly, and the most important in· be trying to coloilialize soul.
tically every other academic building
Soul music and Funk seem to be a covering more important matters, such
formation that the doctors seem to
has, a name. Granted, the building is
neg)ect to tell women is that the baby is sound of the past. During the 70's Funk as HUSA elections and quit putting your
named after famed philosopher and
a1rcady a live person, not just a ''blob of was popular. Popular Funk groups of personal grudges ahead of yopr job.
Rodes scholar Alain L. Locke, yet for
tissue.' ' Life has already begun . Doctors the 70's have shown the pride and con- ,.
Reginlld Moore
over fifteen years the building has not
are now admitting thi ~ fact, but women scio}.lsness of the •70's adoles·
Liberals Arts Major
borne his name on it.
having the abortions are still misinform- cent .
Go out and see for yourself.
Groups such as the Funkadelics,
ed . The fact is that at conception life
Its exterior is bare, save three reliefs
begins. In the same way we all began at Sun, Pleasure, Parliment, Raydio and
symbolizing the arts and sciences.
Rick James proved that Black's took
conception . Some of these facts are:
Nothing identifies this building. For first
--A bQys' heartbeat begins between pride in their unique style of music .
'
~
year
students
and
guest
of
the
univ·
the 18)h and the 2~th day after concep- Th~ groups did not try to imitate rock;
rather, they set the precedent and laid
I am writing in. respqilse to tht article in locating, Locke Hall becomes a quest
tion .
last week' ~ Hilltop · entitled, ''Hilltop without&ny confirmation of success, CJts
--The foundation for the entire nervous the foundation for the 1980 style of rock
Board Chief is not is School.'' cept a small plaque in the foyer .
system is laid by the 20th day after con- and punk rock .
This situation needs to be rectified by
/its a fellow journalist, it is difficult to
Black music has been imitated
ception .
enunciate my disappointmed.t in the placing lettering somewhere on Locke's
-By the 42nd and 43rd day the skeleton throughout American history. Music has
front wall. Funds for these letters should
story with giving due credit to the
associated itself with the
is complete--retlexes and brajns waves traditionally
,
reporter. The reporter obviously did her not be difficult to obtain, since the
arc present.
culture from •which it derives. Whites
homework. The story from a jour- university was able to replace tbe rally
-By the eighth week the brain and all throughout history have stole ideas and
nalistic 11.andpoint had all the makings cardboard sign al the new bookstore
the body systems are completely formed. culture from its conquered people and
.
'
for a fantastic Story, all the ·elements or With metal letten, the same type I suaAll this begins in the quietness of the enemies. For example, those who study
news.; prominence, timeliness, proximi- gest for Locke.
womb Iona before a woman even the history of civilizations know that
It could be a memorial from the
ty. Hats off to the reporter for fine inrealizes that she's pregnant. As you can Greek Philosopy derives from Egyp-.
graduating class, the Liberal Arts Stu-see all the body systems arc functioni111 tlan origin and that the Egyptians barred vestigative reporting!!!
dent Council, or other student •ssoci•But what, if anything has been acand ..durina an abonion a baby feels the the Oree ks from entering E,ypt for over
compliJhed1 Well, an aspirina young tions . which benefit from the fKilities
pain and suffers a great deal. Babies, so I ,<XX> years. Hopefully, most Blacks sec
provided by Locke Hall, to flit~ ·
journalist got her name in the paper. But
small and so !rqile have to~ subject to and hear how our music is copied.
Howard students and visitors.
other than that, what hu been achieved?
severe pain that they can not do But, for Blacks to imititate an already
Other than ca11sina much embarusment
David R, Hayes
anything about .
copied version· of their sound is
to a hiahJy respected and active manbcr
The baby is not the only one who suf· ridiculous. The Busboy's are tryina o
Studellt
of the Howard community, the story did
fers . The after effects women experience sound like rock, and Boy Georae bas
little for intellectual stimulation.
following an abortion are devutating stolen a little culture and nwtC a lot of
Did you teU us IO'!'dhina we nee clecl to
and endless . Tfte book entitled Tiit money on it. How dare a Black man try
know? Did you inform.111? Entatain ut?
Psycholo1ia1I Asp«ts of Abortion by to iib.itate an imitation Black sound. No
Well, this ii RlecJr. History Month
David Mall and Walter F. Watts, M.D. real Bl8ck man would sins a aona by a
lists some of the after erfec:ll of abor- ·· man that dresses like a "Oilha Olrl" I.e.
(Febnwy). perhapa thil ltqry - ·
tuated potitivc ideu lo our community.
' tion. These are some of the emotion• Karma., Karma, Karma, Karmi.
I would •y, ••nooe of the aMw. ''
women have expressed:
Cameleon.
In obort, I Jook to 11w Hllllop_ia< aewa
-GuUt. Many women stated, ''that Television is one of the worllt violators
and lnf...-lon. If I -led to nod
they knew they murdered • bab~~:r or b11man deprintion. The effect of
about how a reporter drap a public
did "IOlllelhin& very wrona."
- TV's manlpulatlon on lllack mlntb con
fit:ure'• aood name tbroqh the
sion and anxiety often follow an abor- be 1ee11 by the polidcal ap8thy that
tplldd,,,tbe Natjgul l!nqllinr ia only
tioD in molt ca1e1.
Blac:b auffer from in the 80'1. .
fony-.111
:....smsrao/Lo&s. Some w0mcn becclote TV ii ind~m~ the··~ Tut:. ·• Curob1r11ed with the ••baby who will DC\ er rent TV prosrams pr11111t the Bl ~c k race
be.'' Some women '1111 1lbed such JCIC· u ''Boobs.'' Blllcb on TV sc -:.1 to be
lankell:, Mai<)
Sopb.., 0...••1 •:er-am
tiom u not Nina ~to &ook at b.He1, '"!>'*"t with ~ rola u white
1
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ward a long time, and they know bow'
student government works. Owens
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Qt. Do you think .that male/female relationships hinder the
of students' study habits? If so, why?

Q2. What do you think about the individuals that ~re pledging a sorority or fraternity?
·I •
Do you think there is a real significance to pledging? If so, why? •
'.
•

•

,

Name: Dwayne J . Tr~wick
~:

Political Science

Hometown: Plainfield, N.J.
Classification: Senior

•

Name: K. C. Scott

Name: David France, Jr.

Major: Broadcast Production

Major: Eleclrical Engineering

Hometown: New Haven, Conn.

Hometown: Brom:, N.Y.

Classification: Freshman

CJassificatioo: Sophomore

,,

"

Name: Melanie K. Smith

Name: Dale R. M•Mlll

Name: Sandra Harvey

Major: Physical Therapy

~:

~:

Hometown: Springfield, Mass.
Classification: Sophomore

Hometown: Wublngton, D.C.
Classlficatioo: F,....man

Psychology
Homelown: Phllodelpbia, Pa.

Accounting

C's ification: Junior

"
the student has his
QI . I believe the performance of Q J • I don't believe malc/femaJc rela- Ql. No ; not
QL I believe that male/femaJe rela- QI . Yes I do . A true relationship with Q 1. Oftentimes people can carry on
male/female relationships without
rionships w,ill only hinder the per- a person of the opposite sex tends to
priorities straight. As a student instudying depends on the intionships hinder students' Study
any negative effect on their aca·
formance of studying when time is ·dominantly occupy the minds of the '
. volved in a relationship, one must
dividual one is involved with . If a
habits . I feel in most cases one's
dcmic pcrfonnancc . Other times,
poorly allocated on the pans of the individuals. This tends to cause a lot of
. learn Jo balance the relationship
student's partner is understanding
desire to achieve academically dihowever,
such
relationships
students involved . We must all. as daydreaming and lack of concentration
and academics without sacrificing
enough to rcaiizC the imponancc
ctates his study habits more than
•
dramatically affect the positive
students, realize our purpose for taking away from the concentration and
too much of one for the Other.
of the student ' s work, having a
any other factors.
achievements of students . I beattcoding How_E. and when that openness of mind needed for studying.
relationship will not be considlieve that the latter viewpoint best
foundation is settled. anything ! In adilition. the amount of time that the
ered a hindrance . On the .other Q2 . Pledging is an essential aspect of Q2. I think the pledgees serve as symdescribes the situation at Howard .
else ' that an individual enrolled ", two individuals spend together, usually
bols of unity with dedication
hand, if a person loses judgment
Greek organiz.ations. It is a means
here desires such as a relationship ' a greal amount, takes away from the
Pledging becomes significant
and has not gained the maturity to
-·-·
by which these Organizations inshould come naturally .
time previously used to study in many Q2 . It'S not important whether I or
.when the pledgees learn through
handle a relationship, the study
still withiq its pledg.ees the princicases.
anyone else believes that there is
experience the importance of
performance can definitely deples of
organization. These
'
any real significance to pledging .
Q2 , The significinc
""i! in pledging rests
unity and discipline .,
cline . Overall, as long as the stupledgees develop well-rounded
Judging from lhe number of
entiTely on the individual in· Q2 . Piedgees running around on camdent puts his/her priorities in the
characters and inconquerable
pus
is
one
thing
.
Pledgees
doing
pledgees
and
their
attitudes.
they
,.
volved, although I believe that
correct perspective there should
pride, and with these assets, many
\
dangerous
and
hazardous
things
apparently
feel
it
is
worthwhile
anything that involves strict disci·
not be a problem in the study pergo on to be prominent leaden in
which could affect their well.and significant. I pcnonally think
pline and endurance should in fact
formance of a student having a
society .
being
is
another.
Pledging
is
all
it is wrong for someone 10 degrade
not bnly be significant but bene·
relationship .
well
and
good.
but
I
believe
that
themselves when they are origificial in its own right .
Q2 . I think the pledgees on our Campus
some of the organzations get a litnally ttyin& to make themselves a
are representing the positive attitle carried away sometimes. I do
better person .
tude toward striving for a goal
think that there is a significance to
they want to a.::hieve . lbcre is a
pledging . It takes a lot of time .
Sound Off Photography by Michele Jeffries
great significance in pledging and
dedication, and punishment for
it aids in preparing an individual
the pledgcc .
.,
for the future by giivngone a sense
•
"
•
of discipline and responsibility
•
and also in aiding an individual to
.'
'
strive for specific goals.
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WELL UH , • llllAT
EXACTLY DID YOU
HAVE IN MIND ?I

HOWARD I WANT TO DO
S OMETHTNG , I'M TIRED OF
ALWAYS SITTING IN YOUR
DORM I!

•

WELL WHY DIIll 'T YOU
SAY SO ? DO YOU
TO TAKE YOU our QI A
ROMANTIC DATE? GRAB
YOUR COAT AND IEl''S
GO! :!
r,

llHY llCll 'T YOU
TAKE HE TO A
NICE RESTAQ!!ANT
AN A MOVIE ! !

'

YA KNOii HOVARD ,SO!t:HOll MY IIEA OF A
ROMANTIC DIJINER AllD A MOVIE DIDN 'T MEAN
EATING AT MclXllAI.JR AllD RE-RUNS OF
~OOD TI!El I"

THINK I 'M TOO CHEAP
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come before the other .·'
George said.·' I'd rather not see the
tuition increase because it could keep
some young· brother or sister out of
school . Howard has to look for altema~
live revenue-generating methods .··
Regarding the recent raising of en·
ttance rsquirements for Liberal Arts,
Tucker said, .. Again I think the reason\
for change needs to be examined . If .
you're purpose is- to weed people out .
let it be mown . But if you ' re purpose is
co educate , then let that be known ,
too .••
George said, ··1 wa,i there when the
decision was made . I explained my displcasbre . If you're trying to raise academic standards, there arc other ways
to do this rather than keep studCnts

out.''

·

Campaign
funding
'

Owens/Gallant, and Jackson/Howie.
Each campaign is held to a financi
ceiling of $1,000 during the campaign

-

period.
The campaign of Cris Cathcart and

Manoni Jenkins is reportedly funded by
the candidate's own personal fmances,
and group donalions . Cathcart ,said he
and Jenkin s have donated 'out-ofpocket ' to the campaign $180.00. A

fundraiser party netted· $90.00; campaign committee members donated
$40.00, and the Abe Cedarians. a

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SOCIETY UNITY
THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

The International Business Society of Howard University is proud to present
a lecture series on''Career Opportunities in International Business," Four
speakers of diverse backgrounds and experiences will speak on different
acets in International Business and opportunities for internships. All majors
are welcome to )attend. The dates o for·the lectures are:
Thursday-March 8, 1984 Miss Joyce Barr, Recruiter State D~pa1b11ent
OJ
Lecture: Opportunities in Civil and Foreign Service
1
Ako
·
•
Mrs. Mildred Glazer, Equal Opportunity Man~ger
Commerce Depa1b11ent·lilternational Trade Administration.

Ubiquity· trial group, donated $30.00,
The campaign at present has netted

S34.00. according Jo Cathcart . . •
A source from the campaign camp o

Raymond Byrd and Danyl Fields said
that the campaign is the best fmanced.
Byrd said that their campaign has netted
a toJal of $837 .00. Of Jhat total , ove
$300.00 has come from Byrd's parents,

'

and contributions by Fietds.
·· LASCPrcsidcntByrdwenton.tosay
the ru11i1·1r that funds arc from Libcnl
Arts Student Council is not true .

•

Lecture: International Finance
Location and Time: School of Business ~VR at 5:30 pm

ly by the slate. According IO a cam

paign camp soun:e, the cand'1•Jes don

'

. ated a total of $220.00. '•We've spen
le~el

said ·Owens.

The campaign of Dao Jocboo llld

Myron Howie is reported

Jo also be

financed from personal campaign
funds . AC<Oldin& Jo Jacboo, the campaign ii fiunced frw:J bis own 11 ~ nr-•l

,funds, uvinp licxn bis six~
be bu bod while IDllriculatiD& bcR 11
Howmd, •well u Anh fiom Howie.

'

i Wed-March 14, 1984 Mr. Robert Bates, Government Lobbiest
Mobil Oil Corpora.tin
.
Lectur~: International Operations In Mobil Oil

·
. Location and time: School of Business AVR Room at 5:00 pm

•
.'

•

•

For"More lnfonn•tion
'

cen: W81m H. Rou at .(202) 797·1656
•

•

'

•

.Monday-March 12, 1984 Mr. Christie Stjacca. Assistant Deputy to the Chafnnan
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1be campaign of Andre Owens
Tony GallanJ bu also boe_n fundM sole

substantially below .the ceiling

•

Lecture: Internships and Career Opportunities In the Commerce Depa1b11ent
Location and Time: . School of Business Rm. 107 at 5:00 PM

$250.00 from the campaign manager.;,

•

I

I.
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The Hilltop, Friday, March 2, 1984

•

The 1984 Spi.1-it Week Committee
announces the winners
•

•

of the
student and f acuity superlatives.
J

'

-

'

~

"
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Student Superlatives

Faculty and Adn,1inistration
Superlatives

•

t . The Michael Jackson Award (best 1nale dancer) ·rony (Hollywood) Moore .

•

2. The Debbie Allen Aw•ird (best fe1nale dancer) Lisa Lewis.
•

'
I. Best Teacher in the Whole School (for the insttuctor who you most favor in your
school)
·
LiberaJ Ans-Dr. Sharon Banlcs (Political Science Department)
School of Business, Theodore Thompson and Donald Burnham
Human Ecology, Barbara Stark
Engineering, Taft Broome
Communication, Richard Wright
Fine i,\rts, Vera Katz
' Architecture, Glean 0. Chase
Nursing, Beatrice Kelly

l

~

3. Most likely to be seen on the cover of EJse11c·t· (best looking female) Melanie Wilcox .
4 . Most likely to be seen on the cover of G.O. (best looking 111ale) Ellis Smith .

..

5. Most li1'ely to 1nodel for Ebony Fashion Fair (best dressed) Melanie Wilcox and Ellis
· Smith.
6. Richard Pryor Award (funniest) Recoe Walker and Mandy ·Brooks .

2. Richard Pryor Award (for the funniest teacher) Dr. SIJaron Brooks.

7. The Mr T . Award (n1ost aggressive) Mark Hall, Jan Buckner. and Kelli Crummer.
'

.

'

8. The National Enquirer Award (Person wilh !he juciesl gossip) Courtenay Miller and
Connie Clay .

3. J.R. Ewing Award (for the insttuctor who seems to enjoy the sight of snuggling
students, ·she piles loads of work on students) GeraJdine Twitty Zoology Department

9 . The Common Cold Award (For 1l1e s tude11t wh<1 is 111ost likely ...to l1~111g around until
. 1999.) Dan Jackson , Nale Jones, and Andre O\vens.

'
4 . Albert
Einstein Award (for the insttuctor who is extremely thorough) Dr, Herbert
West.

10. The All My Children Award (For the student who can ' t be turned oft) Imelda Cramer
and Recoe Walker.
•
5. Joan Rivers Award (for the insttuctor who enjoys belittling students; attempts to .
intimidate students) Dr. Herbert West.
·
.
·

'

.

I I. The Award,fr<!'n the bOilrd of IBM (most intellectual) Morris Mobley and Charmaine
Davey .

6. Dr. Jeckllyl/Mr. Hyde Award (for the insttuctor who constantly makes contradictory
• statements) Timothy O'Kolo School of Business .

'
12. The Richard
Nixon Award (for tl1e n1ost scandalous ca1.11pus politician) Reggie Moore,
.Raymond Byrd, and Dan Jackson. Gloria Tucker. Kelli Crun1mer, and Pam Noble .

.

13 . The Certificate of Recognition fron1 the Publishers of Playgirl (best n1ale body) Eric
Robinson .

7 . Certificate of Recogl)ition from the Makers of Sominex (for the most boring insttuctor)
David Saunders ZOOiogy Department.

14. The Certifica•~ of Recognition fron1 the Publishers of /'layboy (best female body) Pam
Houser and Kena Fryer.

•

8. Certificate of Recognition from the Emergency Fund of Vogue Magazine (for the ·
insttuctor who doesn't dress fashonably; a "bama'
- ')Errol Noel School of
. Engineering.

15. The Certificate of Appreciation fron1 Louis Vuitton (for the person who advertizes his
'
.
products the i;nost on campus) Kylan Hunt, Keith Bethany, Adriane McRay.

•
•

•

16. Award from the makers of Sta-Soft-Fro. (For the person with the juiciest Jheri curl)
Tony (Hollywood) Moore, Carmencita Clark. '

"

9. The E.T. Award Lerenzo Morris Political Science Department.
I

•

17. The Barry and Glodine White Award . (For tl1e person who sports the gaudiest jewelry)
Tracy for New York and Carla Suesberry .
•

10. The Greta Garbo Award (for the person no one ever gets to talk to; you always talk to
his/her staff) Dr. James Cheek.

18. The Roscoe Award .. (For the person who is a hell1lit) Derek Price. and Mary Hardin .

19.

.
.
The Steve Martin Award (for the irrepressively unusual) Recoe Walker and Gloria
Tucker.

•

•

-

'
11. Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde Award (for.the.person/department that is frieildly and courteous
one day and rude the next day) Student Accounts

20. The Zeus Award (for the best all around Greek ) David Arnette of Alpha Phi Alpha and
~

I

Connie Clay of Delta Sigma l 'heta.

•

-

J

21. The Jackson Five Award . (For !he cutest line) Scrollers of Kappa Alpha Psi.
'

12. Blondie Award (for the person or department that is very disorganiuid) Student
Accounts Alexis Carringtcin Colby Award (for the person/department that is ~ei:y cold
and extremely sensitive to students) The Bursar, Finaocial Aid and Studeut Aceoo•nts.

22. The Eddie Murphy Award . (For the most entertaining line) The Lampados of Alpha
Chapter, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Incorporated.
23. The Young and the Restless Award. (For the line that tries the hardiest to please their
dean) The Spinxman of Alpha Phi Alptia.

1 3 . Jf Unique is what you Seek Award. (For the friendliest department) Student Acti..nic:s •
•

.

•

·24, The Ebony. Award (for the campus publication with be -niost insignificant news) The

•

14. The Hades Awanl (!Or the most unple•san! department) Student Aa:nunts-

Hilltop . ·
•

.

2S. The Meoca .Award (for the most admired person) Tim Brown and Connie Clav.

'
•

•

26. The Howard University Award (for the mosi thorough/best all around) Tim Brown, D.
Orlando Ledbetter, Gloria Tucker, Kelli Crummer, and Connie Clay.
•

'

•
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Shirley Horn ete
·set orSaturday

'.

•

•'

-·

••

•

'

After releasing her first album.
''Embers ·and Ashes, ·· at 26, Shirley
got a surprise call while she was on a
-trip in Vlfglnia. The call was from
Get ready to shake your bones and impressed trumpeter- Miles Davis .
snap your fingers when singer/pianist When Miles rang Shirley's telephone,
Shirley Horn joins other top jazz artists , she said she ' "thought it was a joke."
in a celebration of a day in her honor.
Shirley received an invitation from
As a part of Mayor Maron Barry's Miles to come to New York and per"
' ' Shirley Hom Day'' celebration, tenor form with him at the Village Vanguard.
saxophonist Buck Hill, bassist Steve Shirley recalled on particular night at
Novosel. pianist Ellsworth Gibson, and the Vangard to have been like a

By MICHAEL GLENN
Hilltop Staffwriter . -

-an

r·

p.m. in Temple Sinai, 3100 Military formances won Shirley a five-year recording contract with Mercury RecRoad NW, Washington, DC
General admission to the concert is ords. After Shirley cut two records with
$11, but Howard University students the company, she sat out the rest of her
can attend the event for $9 With Howard contract.

encouraged her to play pilno because
she foresaw a career for Shirley in

classical music. But Shirley's interest
led to Jomething different .
The late blues singer Billie Holiday
was Shirley's major influence. Other
influences included vocalist Peggy Lee
as well as pianist Erroll Gamer, Amad
Jamal, and Oscar Peterson.
At 13, Shirley played piano in
church, and also won .a city-wide talent
.contest which led.to 13 weeks of airtime
for her on the radio .
Fascinated with jazz, the native
Washingtonian studied music at Ho-ward . She also won a scholarship to
The Julliard School in New York , but
did 11ot go.

.,

Mercury would not- allow Shirly to
play piano because it wandcd her to be a
stand-up singer. Shirley's dissatisfaction with another pianist and the 44piece orchestra led to the protest. When
it comes to being a 'piano player, Shirley said, '' I think I' mthe best for me .·'
By the tifne the contract ended, in the
early '60s, the Beatles had taken over,
and rock music had become the dominant force . Shirley was also faced with
makin&_. a decision between taking care
of her daughfer or performing.
The 12-year-old Rainy won by a
longshot because Shirley felt as though
Rainy needed her. ' 'It is always a bad
time for a child at that age, " Shirley '
said when she discussed security for her
daughter . Through this time , Shirley
still continued to perfo"'l.
Shirley has played in several Wash-

''
•

'

''
'

'•
•[

•
••

•

Old Emery School, 1725 Lincoln Road

of the competition'• vocal category'
Wishington's O'M'1 Shirley Horton
ington nightclubs . But she was ·once
tumed down by Charlie's Georgetown
,because she was considered, in a report, to have been ' ' local talent ."
A determined Shirley went back to
New York .and won the critics' heart
and soul-She even pleased the hardto-please Rex Recd of the New York
Daily News. After Shirley's visil to

New York, Charlie's gave her a book1ng .
During 1981. Shirley was invited to
perfonn in H~lland at the Hague for a
jazz festival . ' 'All Night Lonjl; (SCS
1157)'' is the albpm ,-eleascd on the
Steeple Chase label from the festival .
When Shirley was asked for her opinion about ""Shirley Hom Day," she
· said. " Well, (giggle) I'm honor«!."
Shirley Hom Day," she said, ''Well,
(giggle) I' m honored .·· Shirley has
quite a reason to be honored because
Mayor Barry went ahead and made her
day.

grand prize of $1000 will be awarded to
the winner of the competition.
In an effort to give senior citizens
a4dcd exposure.the talent search will
have a ''Best Senior Adult Act'' for
persons 62 and over. Daniel said that
this pan of the search was staned because senior citizens were being neg•
lectcd.
In 1980, Cecilia Barnes and Carl Benz were the winners of the senior act.
•
€ecilial tap danced, and Carl was a
stand-up comedian. P~~pation from
senior citizens is grca~~encouraged .
Daniel said she has ''had a hard time

NE. Deadline for applications is March

18. Call 576-6701 for questions about
the talent search. Maryland and Virginia residents arc also welcomed to participate.
Ward S Councilman, William R.
Spaulding, said he started the competition in 1977 after seeing,· 'people with .
talent in Washington.'' Sponsors for
the current competition include Spaulding, Mobil Foundation, Inc., the District's Department Or Recreation, and
Georgetown University.

-·- '

~
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Innervisions will spotlight
.

-

It was only a matter of time . Even a
presidential proclamation couldn't
have stopped it. As expected, a scmiclone of ''Aashdance'' is now flickering across hundreds of movie screens
arouQ.d the country. That's right,
''FOQl]oose, •· the story of teenage decadence iii a rural midwestem town, is
now showing at a theatre near you .
''Footloose'' is the-tepid story of
l teenager Ren MacCormick, who moves
from Chicago to Bomont and stirs up
· local trouble by doing what he
supposedly does best: Dance. Yet, for
one reason or another, dancing in
Bomont has been oodawcd by the local
elden and the flergy.
The situatioci, of COlllK, gets a little
complicated when Ren becomes involved with the minister's daughter,
<Vi•I (played by Lori Singer). It seems
that Ariel's father, Reverend Moore, is
. aot only the town's spiritual and political leader, but a strict and unwavering
rather 11 well.
Sporlcs fly ~ tl!iOP get hpt as Ariel
and Ren geaerate the youth of Bomont
'ipto a rebellious l1atC and hasten the
I widening of the altudy huge genera~·doD
1111·• 1'is PQllioo
of the film is
:1
•

Charlotte Lewellen

•
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· Labelle sings of love
_B_y_B...,ERNIE==-PRl,---C-E_ _ _ _ _ • in the facCby a blasi of horns in "Body
·. ff!lltop StaflWrlter
l..onguaae.'' This song is DO( up to Patti
L•BCIJO-,tiiiclirdS ..fiC song has a poi<Lulling listenen to the land of love, James Brown, pre-Disco fev• -isb
PattiLaBeUcisbeckwith"l'mlnLove wmd and has no roai life to it. I'll
Again.'' Her latest L.P. is filled with Never Never Oive Up'' is a fast pmced
love songs that lamper with the bean. number with gospel n.vor. Allor being
Cupid would he proud. The album car- gicoted by b•M claps and shouts in the
ries the listener to a dream land of ro- hegiai~ng, a penon is bombarded by a
m•ON:.
bus beat that would revive 1ny revival.
''I'mlnl..oveAlain," tbctitleto0g, 1be kcybomd doniinates the melody,
begins witlt violins slowly playing Slnlddling the line between pilDo IDll
while a full orcb .. st:ra bii1ild1 the fouoda-..
tion. l.aBelle sings tbe song with a
strength only a hundred men could
mehb. When she dwltl the li1te11rr

synthtail.er. Homs can be beard in lbe
b.cqroundwhiletbeli•1e11erbegimto
feel that LaBelle magic. The fidal "''II
QD aide two ia m - - " - n1111krr .
will to
.,....
'for the sing)< people..,.,...~who me llill crying
·Jn "Lover Man Ob When: Can Yoo .over the finl side. "When Am I GO.c
Be," fuhionod after the slow jazz To Find True Love" iaaa.-_,_
songs of the 40I, the pilDo the b<r that I aAcJle driwo. She bemood . ..._..
, ____ of Biia ,,_.._..,...
c;...wU .a~.....
~
..L...l- I
I
• 11.- the
..
'",IOlll--W.
U'IF'"'"
fJOm Che ........ • lsD1'le . .,~ '' ritP iii1i 1*• far .IDW. Wbta lie
for her min. 1\e uxotibiC I = , tf1 bW ....... wildly, I a8e)le'1 yells
herpitcbforpitdl...ioquoalforoquoal
chilli tblouah lo•a•~·
while the born 11::tiort lazily .... up
··1·m 1n LoYe As •n·· ii a p:ouy
JOD
• I.

dance.

,....,.

m
·

•

1

••od

'

·all her bellowilta.
.
.
.
aood llh•H, bdt Patd I •Pelle .......
''lfOnly.You-Kniw''iltbeir.lia- alict wida Ibo llow• •••••tm1. Her
I

;,1e Nlea1od

story.

Basically, ''footloose'' is a film that
was produced to catch the exllll loose
change from the flashdance c,raze,
however, this particular ripoff is not
-th IO<ing at a11: But don't despair
flash fus, Paramount is now producing

.

I

•

where, like magic, Ren is often inspired
to dance without reason and sing without rhythm .
The main "focus of the film comes
into light as we discover that the high
school sCniors have been denied a ,;
senior prom because it promotes mis- ·
chief, promescuity, and worst of all,
dancing. The screenwriters do a f1:1.irly
good job of trying to .create a sense of
drama and excitement, but for all their
efforts they still come away emptyhanded . At this point I didn't roally care
whether or not these half-baked characters had a prom or were allowed to
Actor Kevin Bacon, who ·played
Ren, is almost appealing in his role, but
the character he portrays is poorly written . After his·excellent performance in
''Diner'' it is a shame to sec his talents
'
go to waste. The versatile John Lithgow
is luk.ewann in his role as the minister,
but he generally adds a little jest to the

~

Miss Howard University,

Footloose is poor
Flashdance copy
By Garry G. Denny
Hilltop Stalfwriter

•

The competiton will be held at the

'Recording artut Stacy Latmaw u a pcut winner

'

-
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'

brown fashions appear new and excit- ing rock music from the sound system .
By VERDIA TAYWR
, 1 iog,. This ,segmept of~~ show lacked
i 1be presCnt~iop, ' iTribute To Soph-1
Hilltop Sid Wrilei '.·i '
direction in the c.9lot, sche.me . ~P~~ 1 j s,l.i§ate~. Ladi~, ·; , apd ''Unlaimed''.
The ''Fashion Spirit'' fashion show ment . The clothing ranged 10 s.-ch was again nothing new . Leather jackets 1
co.sponsored by Skanks and Cothpafiy ''thrilling'' colors of beige and black, trimmed in obviously fake fur and eveand Soft Sheen hair products, held .in to those always ·· matching shades'' of ning wear designed with an assumedly
''fortuish ' ' flair in mind aparently did
1 Crampton Auditorium last Friday, was dark purple and mint green.
1
No innovations was displayed in the not get their point across to the audience
dull to the eyes and left little to the
imagination. Most of the fashions in segment entitled '" Reflections Of Our as people squinned impatiently in their
this lack-lUster show were predictable Men'' and ''Bare Essence.·· If you've scats. The dresses in ''Stardom'' the
seen one black or white tuxedo, you 've Haute Couture section of this ··exand boring.
The evening,. whlch
promised to be. a sccn them all . As for the bathing suits in travaganza were pretty. but like the
'
night of entertainment, fantasy, muslc, ''Bare Essence,'' there was a lot more whole show did not come close to any
and dance, was instead an evening of bare than essence. The models paraded kind of fashion orginality .
In the midst of all the madness there
amateurish cn'eography, poorly man- across the stage and down the runway in
aged sets, and a menagerie of '"ripped cheap Ca:le of California imitations that were moments of sanity. In '' Ease on
off'' fashions from the pages of Es- would send any real fashion conscious Down the Road' ', the children in this
sence and Vogue magazines.
-.
consumer into a state of triuna.
delightful segmenc dressed in lacy pink,
The over-bearing sound system and yellow, and blue dresses exuberated
1bc fashion show. if you could call it
that, began forty minutes late and drag- lo~y lighting contributed heavily to chann and natural poise as they strutte4
ged on for three hours torturing the au- this fiasco of a fashion show. 1bc audi- d~wn the runway with an •' E.T.•· look
dience eVery second throughout this scr ence was forced to wait to three minutes a like model clapping their hands to the
between each scene change (a total delight of the audience.
called ''extravaganza.''
This show promised to be a exBeginning with a host of caftans de- often) for lighting technicians to ''pull
signed in an African motif by Ola their act together .' ' Then, just when travaganza, a feast for the eyes and spirStanks, the caftans lacked fashion ap- ever;one thought the show would it, but instead, like a politician after
f,cal in both color and orginality as the somehow properly get underway, the election time, it failed to deliver on all
models tried to make the dull beigi: and audience was bombarded with deafen- promises made .

·

getting senior citizens to come out'' to
the competition in the past.
Recording artist Stacy Lattisaw is a
past winner of the competition's vocal
category ~ She has been singing under
the production ofNarada Michael Waldon, and has teamed up with Washington's own Johnny Gill in the
harmonious tune, ''A Perfect Combination. ' '
Being 13 to 29 years of age is re- .
quired in order to enter the competition.
Daniel said 'that being the minimum age
by April 16, is !ICCC...ble. She also said
that arrangements can be made for
talented people over the age of 29 who
wish to participate. t

1 . 1•~·~~111111111~111000100010100110011001Ga~ooaa11000~

'Fashion Spirit' allS lat
•

..

If you know how to sing or tell a good
joke, then meet the competition and be
surenottochoke.1bc 1984MetroTalent Search Competition is about to ~gin!
,
There is a wide range of categories
~ for the talented to choose from. The 14
r Categories include vocal and non-vocal
music as well as a special division for
comedians and baton twirlers.
For those who like to twist, the con}.
petition offers a division for brcak:dancers and other dance soloists or groups.
According to Executive Director
Nadine Daniel, the COIDE>C:tition is open
to the public during its ' quarter and
semi-finals, which begin on April 16.
Get_ ready for this--Daniel sa!d a

drummer Steve Williams arc scheduled
to perform with Shirley and her trio . ''dream'' because Sydney Portier and
Lena Home were in the audience.
1 Produced by the Charlin Jazz SociThe eitposure from the Vangard perety, the March 3 conccn begins at 8

Shirley's jazz career is 'a history in
itself. When Shirley was 4~: her mother

'

for talent in D .C.

By MICHAEL GLENN
Hilltop Stalfwriter
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,wins
Last week. when the Bison fell to

pc.rl'ormance of the season, scoring a
career high 3!3 points .
The BiSon- had their usual slow start
with Scott missing his first seven shots

George Mason, 96-74, head basketball

from !he field and !he rest of the Bison

coach A.B. Williamson said, ''good

playing a little tentatively .
However, towards the end of the first
half, the aggressive play of the Bison
created some fast break opportunities
for Howard . who canied a 38-33 advantage into the lockerroom .
After an early Robert Mclllwaine
three point play. the Bison went on a
shooting spree , displaying a colorful
array of slam dunks, inside shots, iPld a
fastbreak conversions.
Forward Wynn went on a shooting
spree· of his own scoring 16 of his 20
second half points in a seven minute
span. At one point Wynn scored five
consecutive baskets.
Scott also got his game together after
a horrendous first half. Sco~t woui:id up
scoring 16 of his 19 points in the second
half, using a consistent 10 foot jumper
as his main weapon .

By DARRYL RICHARDS .
Asst. Sports Editor

teams are able to come back from a
blowout.' '
Well, the Bison proved that action
speaks louder than words last Saturday,

whipping Delaware State 98-79 ia a
very important Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference game.

The viclory coupled' with South
Carolina State1s 81 -69 defeat to North
· Carolina A&T ,. provided Howard with
a first round bye in this weekend 's
MEA C tournament in Greensboro,

·N.C.
In addition to being lthe last home
game of the season. Saturday's game
also marked the last home game for
:SC:niors Kevin Scon and David Wynn .
Both Scon and Wynn rosC to the
occasion in their Burr Gym final e, with
Scott scoring 19 points and David
Wynn turning in his most impressive

"
Scoit, after missing two previous
dunks connected on his third attempt, a
beautiful two hand reverse dunk .
''I was really pleased with the way
we came back from the blowout,•• said
Williamson . ''I was especially happy
with the seniors (Scott and Wynn) . . .
If there's a way to go out, that's the wa)·
to go out."

'Wher1

)'Ort

blow key fast

'
break opport1tr1ities
•••

it's goi11g to catcl1 up witlr
)"Ou!'

'

Another bright spot for the Bison was
the consistent play of freshman center

Robert Mclllwaine ( 11 points) and
guards Fred Hill (14 points . 8 assists)
and Mike Jones (7 points, 8 assists) .
''The kids executed well today, ··
said Willian1son . ''They did the 1hings I

told !hem 10 do and !hey mixed up !he

C

h A B ·w '11·

'd f h'

defenses ."
~IC
· · ,, I l~SOn .sa1, 0
IS
The only thing the Bison did not.do· teams effort, We JUSt d1dn t sh<>?t
. . S
well . Our top three scorers were not tn
Was Slop ccn te r Do m1n1ce nowden
·
0 ·
·
who did a
, . b
.
• synch tonight . bv1ously when David,
.
yeomand 5 JO sconnghigh
29 Kevin
and .Fred shoot like rtiat it's gopomts
and pull·
.
•
8
cight rebounds .mg own game
1ng;~.be dtfficult for us to win on the
roa ·

Friars do,,·n Bison

Defensively, the Bison had their
hands full trying to stop All-American
candidate Otis -lborpe. who victimized
the Bison big men repeatedly en route
to a game high 25 points and t I rebounds in only 28 minutes of play .

The 1983-84 season ende~ on a sour
note for the Bison, as they dropped a
74-56 decision to Providence Colelgc,
Monday night in Providence .
The Bison ( 14 - l 3 overall, 7-3 in the
MEAC) found themselves somewh;::.t
ovennatched against the taller, more
Thopre, the friar's 6-9 senior center
p~ysical Friars who intimidated the impressed coach Williamson who
Bison shooters early and forced them to called Thorpe ''a probable first-round
take several b~d shots .
pick'' (in the upcoming NBA draft.)
Poor shooting woul~ be the story. of Thorpe, who also shot 9-for-13 from
the game fo~ Howard s ~ leading field was the big gun in the Providence
scorers: David Wynn, Kevin ~con, and attack
- as the Friars ·
Fred Hill. who shot a collect1vc 9-for- la.1u me muscle to th«! Bison with a
35 (26) from the field . As a team, the strong inside game gaining good offenBison shot a dismal 33 for the evening . .sive position for numcroµs easy shots
Freshman guard George Hamilton led against Howard defenders .
the Bison with 12 poi9ts off the bench .
The Bison were also plagued by poor

execution, ras they failed to CODVC(t
several fastbrcak opportunities early in
the fust half.
••1when you blow key fast break
· · (Howaiu
-~ missed
·
opportun1t1es
six) particularly on the road, it's-8oin8: fo catch
up with you sooner or later.••
The loss to Providence could prove
to be a vaJuable learning experience for
the Bison as they gear up for the annual
MEAC tournament beginning tonight
in Greensboro .
''Playing up in Providence gave our
young players a feel for .the type of
atmosphere they'll encounter in the
.MEACtoumament," said Williamson.
The Bison received a first round bye
in the tournament by virtue of their
second place finish in the MEAC they
will face the winner of the So~thC~li._
na State - Bethune Cookman matchu
Friday night.
p

Editor's n o te : Hilltop staffwriter
Leonard Hall contributed to this
article.

Black Nationals ••
a B111·r gym first

Profile:

.

I

,Kenneth Wilson

I

A&M College, Coppin State College,
Lincoln University and Howard.
The championships will be a
rigorous test of both mental and physi-

By RAY RAGLAND
Hilltop Staflwriter

By RAY RAGLAND
Hilltop Staffwriter

•

'
•

With credentials that include five individual school records (three coming
this season), a first place finish in the
Tri-State Championships and a undefeated record in the 200 medley
breaststroke competition, Kenny Wilson has a lot to smile about.
The sport is swimming, and Wilson
takes great pride in a sport many people
feel is just a recreational activity .
·' Many people don' t rialize the hard
work and durability required for competitive swimming ,'' said Wilson .
And no wonder, how could anyone
appreciate the physical requirements
espe,cially when watching Wilson
swiffi, something he seems to do with
such ease .
WisSn has t>een swimming since he
was five ye¥5' old and loves nothing
better. but sWimming is by no means
his entire life .
'·Academics is top priority ,'' said
Wilson . ''Swimming is fun and I love
the competition, but school is more important ...
Being on an ' athletic scholarship
gives a student an opportunity to attend
·, college free of charge. But many have
felt this takes the pressure off the student to perfonn well in the classroom
while putting the emphasis on exceeding athletically . This is not the case
with WilSon who has ~anaged to-maintain high scores in the classroom as well
as in the water .
But it has nOt always_been this way
for Wilson, Among many qualities
Wilson is a person who expects many
things from himself and sometimes·, he

~

),

feel s, he doesn' t perfonn at the level he
feels he 's capable of.
Howard University's swim team will
This was the case his first two years
host !he 71h annual Black Nationalc
at Howard , which Wilson feels were
Swimming & Diving Championshipsdisappointing.
this weekend, March I in Burr Gymna··1 j ust didn 't h3.ve my head togct~er
s1um .
•
academically or compe1i1i vely, .. said
This event is special in more ways
Wilson ''I was not functioning the way
!hen. one. It will mark !he fin! time
I should have been ...
• Howard has ever hosted the cham"
After completion of his second year,
pionships, and Goach Vonnie
Wilson went home and as he puts it,
Shambourger is particularly proud to be.
''came to terms with himself. ''
a part of the event .
·· I had to get rid off a lot of excess
"I am really pumped up
!his
waste . '' said Wilson .
event-because it will unit for tlie ftrSt
Wilson came back with a new outtime all the pail coaches and swimmers
look and detennination , '' I came to·· together, said Sham:bowrn!!lt'•r'ef
realize what college life was all 8bou1,
knowing tpis I began to sel.goals for
.
I,
myself, goals I intened to achieve ."
Support the Sharks in
And achieve he did . Assistant Coach
Laird Sillimon, who describes -Wilson
National Swinuning &
as simply '' tremendous," remembers
Championships
talking to Wilson at the beginning of the
season .
- '' He told me that his goal for the
By Wayne E . Ja ckson-The Hilltop
season was to be undefeated , and he has
lo be like a family reunion."
worked very hard to n1anifest hi s
Another important factor Sbambourgoal . "
Shark Kenny Wilson is undefeated in the 200 01
gcr feels is making this event so special
Coach Yonnie Shambourger has aJso
is that the community will get a chance
noticed the change in Wilson , '' Heimto see the championships, also a ftrSt,
Medley
Breastroke
proved tremendously thi s year, said
since this is the fust time the event will
Shambourger. ·· A lot of people weren 't
be held !his far up Notth.
aware that he could produce at the level
•'The community really gets up for it
Wilson remain s quite confident ing factor. I finally feel I am, " said
that he's producing . "
(!he championships)," said Shambourabout the Championsh.ips as he anti- Wilson .
ShamboUrger is very pleased with cipates a fun meet .
Wilson's present goal is to finisb· ger . ''During the summer they ask
Wilson's performance this season but
with the high point award at the Black about it, and this is the ftrSt time they
''It's a nice change of pace to race
still feels he has yet to reach his peak, against other Black swimmers," said National Championships.
will have a chance to see the champion·'I expect a better performance at this Wilson .
Considering his dedication, his ship free of charge. I can't over emphaweek 's Championships,'' said
Wilson 's confidence also comes swimming abilities, and his burning de· size how much that means."
Shambourger.
The charnpiOnships will consist of 6
from-his strong belief in the abilities of . sire to win ('Yhich is only overThe Championships he's talking the entire team, a team which Wilson shadowed by his deep hatred of losing,) schools; Alabama A&M University
abou~ are the Black Nationals which
I wouldn't put my money up against (the favorite in the women's division),
feels has grown since he's been here,
will be held March 1st through the 3rd.
him .
Grambling State University, , Florida
''I've always wanted to be a contribut-

cal strengths.
The format .will consist of 20 events
on Thursday, 20 events on Friday and
continuing into Saturday with 22
events .
The championships will start from 12
noon each day and continue into the
evening hours with the fmals of each
day's event beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Assistant Coach Laird Silliman says

"i

!he competition will be tough, and lhe swimmcrs and coaches are very

pumped.

;., .~llilJlOO also said !hat the cham-

the 7th Annual Black
Diving

pionships will be able to show a different view of swimming to the Washington, D.C . community-a view be feels
will show swimming as the ··rugbly
competitive and respected sport it is.''
To be involved in the championships

!he schools had lo prepare.
·

Some school directon of the swim-

ming programs did not prepare, which
is why UOC is not swimming according
to Shambourgcr.
When asked about the pressure of
being the favorite in such~an event as

!his one, Shambourger responded by
saying ''lbere is no pressure; I know
bow well my swimmers are swimming,
if they swim !heir best and place 'lh I'll

be happy...

-

-r

Howard's new kid on the block
•

•

wit

coac

the upcoming season .
Following is an interview with Jeffries .
Q . How many years have been
coaching and what were you doing/

prior 10 coaching?
A. I went to college at South Carolina State as well as graduate school.
1bcn I coached for six years in the high
schools of South Carolina. I left there
and I was an assistant coach for four

yean at North Carolina A&T, and !hen
I left A&T and wenltolhe Univenity of
Pittsburg for two years. I then went

back to South Carolina State as head
By Waynt E. Jackson-The Hilltop

Coach Willie Jeffries
By Mlcbele M. Jelliks
HIDtop Staff Wrlla

FoolbalI

It Howud

Univenity has

not been .the major thrust in the lives of

mony atuden!I !hat ii bas been wilh
molt u'nivenities, but with the new
Mwl COKb, Willie Jeffries, there is a

' po11ibillty of I tum-around here.
If one could win foalbt'I ....... ,by
, beina friendly and bwpit!eble, Jefliits
. ,would cetblinly ba'ir'e a winning Kano.
Jetfri<•, ~'·from Union, s.c :
-.. WJrf. optimjatic about

•

coach for six years . 1bcn I went to
Withita State in Withita, Kan . for five

yean, and I'm right here now .

ies
one-of mY.

cOach Taylor's recruiting? How much·
joyous occasions. South Carolina slate recruiling did M do befort M left?
sity of Kansas, that was-

overall bas been the most memorable.
A. 'Ibey did most of the recruiting,
We Won six consecutive MEAC cham· We just fOUowcd up on them. We've
pionships and they · have won four signed 29 new players and 53 will resmcc.
bJ.fn and perhaps some walk-ons.

Q. Are you ma"ied? Do you have
any kids?
A. I am married and I have one
daughter who graduated from Soulhem
University in December; one son who
will be a freshman in August at South
Carolina s- on a aold ocholanhip;

I

'We have our eitee set .o n improving the
football field.'

I majored in civil engineering while
in college, and I had a cboicc to be an
apprentice with the state highway department forengiMCring. I bad a choice
Q. SinceFebnuuy 17, have you been
of building roads or coaching. I choae successfal (n obtaining tQp laltnt in thi.r
coaching became I like to be around area?
young people and that helps to keep me
A. I think we got a good crop. We
young-at lcut my lhoughll and men- won't know for sure until they come
ial lllitudo.
• ' wilh·their academic backgrounds, Ibey
Q. WhGt has /Hen your /Hn coaching should be with u1 for four years. We
uperilnce?
hive btca able to attract top •th'etea in
A. At Sclutb Carolina State we bad Florida and in Ibo metro area. ID Flocmore 1•n11' 1Dd I enjoyed it. That ii icla, WC beat IOIDC Oftbo IOp 1Cboo)1 for
the most productive experieoCc:. At 1tbk:tcs.
.'
W - S - wben we beat Ibo UniverQ. Did
gel any 1/)1/J<Ner /roll•

'°"

\

Q. What did -you see as a prob~m
with Howard's program?
A . I don't see a lot of problems. I
think that !hey bad good coaches and
good players. I think that probably they
just did not have a winning atti~ at
Ibo time and boil luck, plus key irtjmies

:=

wm. f JiJnit sec aproblem WllD
Ibo coecbes. ID fact wc kepi three on.
Q. Did JOf' jol'iow Howard's program prior to coming?
A. Oh yea, J'vo always kept up wilh
Howard.

)

Q. Havintl hod a chance 10 tool at
tM faciUties arwl tailing with Dr. Anderson, do you forsee any major

cltdlfn.• or ~rtts?
A. Well, WC Eltd to

ID.Ike

IOIDC

c•q 1,butil'apnam-time. W•
baveourlilel1Ctoni1•11•ovin&tbefoot·
ball Reid and later remodeling the
domitcry within Ibo next five years. If

r

'

•

we win eight or nine games, no one Will

notice that preseni field much. If you
paly sloppy and Ibo field looks sloppy
then that's different. The main thiD.g we
to instill ,i s winning attitutdes and

boPe

bard work habits. A program is no better than !he menial lltitudcs of your

playen, and 11>i5 is better when you
have good facilities and nport with

your players and good spirits.
Q. Do "fO" think tM players are very
oplimi.rtic?
,. •
.
, A. I '!M"I Jbey~ue. and they were
optimistie about list year but something
bas to happen to hive a good season.
We have grea< lllitvdes. We just oced

to build them.
Q. TMr• was a Wt ofdi.uention this
Y"" with IM t,_ 1¥awe fruluMn
.rtartH tr.rer
Do Y"" su Oii)'
problems Iii:< rltis in tM /rllMre?

"""°""

A. No, 1 don't think so. I think the

playen obnnld'tie •I'd '· d .. M'llh
toknowthat,..willpi-.ytbo-player
•
•
•
at i!W ·P"titiol>: at!il I licJ(JO tboy' ondentanditat we wiJl.be very flit' about
it. lfdao-aAQ.iltbell ·i: . ~«the
6 ""'u ii die W plays, lbell dult
ii who .uf.play, ~.~ h, witll !Ilia
-ex; alt 'l"e, Ja not
~ .at s• :.u•I a
w1it a liortr a, then tboy play tbe
frabmen boc•·1e next ,_. tlleJ will

have 1

"""""'""" witb

e•i .,. 11 oe.

Q. What an yoW poUcies 6Qing to be
thm you think will contribute 10 /tatllfti
a winning team? How do,.,.. plan 10
rebuild?
1
· A. The way they traiD, IOlf ctiacipline, and otberthanourndel, tbeway
!hey cooduct lhemsel.a any Ii-Ibo
coaches. FoolbalI is a ,,_..,,~".i oport
and they must keep in nqie, ti ·..,
dedicated, and atten~DI cluaea
regularily, all this is oc o., d iaad 1 to
win. ,\tSoulhCarolina, webatlpla;a>
who wanted to win and w I ~to will
badly eoougb to tnin llltl.., rl ' w
expo;led of them. I bclie1e ill pla)iwa

lwd, but DOI to sacrificetbe .. SJil1 of
Ibo individual oc uni•alily.
Q. Who an,.,..,. 1tJf1 liClwla1
A. Wefeeltlltlllofit m•lill**
the unv:.
Q. What ......, ,.,..,. ftcd ' - . a
UU at SOIUh CarollM Sr , 1
A. I lea ed evay ) Ill. I pll)'Od
center on olfeaae, fu(fh+t
boeker. ID cia11 -pl) d bolh
WIJl. IWUCljlainmy rcoi l.)lelr,111!1
l illo played tin11'b ".
Q. W.rrw,... ha_, •a• i, 'icl u1
A. l w a
afllj. . AlpIM

ltld..,.

Pll P•
•

1

Bky ml I will al

-•f 1-

See Jft

1 WWW

P111Je
'
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ANNOUNCEMENT
OF 'V ACANCY

'

I

•
Frid a y , Mar ch 2 , 19 84

~

•

-

\

'

he _Homeeomina Policy Board is
pleased to announce tbe vailability of the following
positions: ·

'

'

I

PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH
AT PRINCETON

'

I

I

'

CHAIRM.A N OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE

'[ Homeeomln1 Director)
Ell&lblllty Criteria:

•

.l;~c~llent opp_ort~nities now exist
j n te~ested_ in_ a ~a-~~er _irl

res_earch_..: ce_nter [s now bein.g built .i~ Princeton New Jersey. UP9n

•· Mullt be currentlv enrolled aa a lull-time student and
have at least a 2.5 cumulative averaae at the time ol
application.
2. Must be lull-time at the time ol selection and at the
time ol select.I on and In 11ood standlna lor the
duration ol the term ol chalrshlp.
Must have been enrolled at Howard University lor
at least one academic year at time ol application.
4. Must have demonstrated leadership, administrative,
and oraanlzatlonal skills.

•

•

at Ayerst for _ in d ivi duals
pharrTiaceuticar·rese.stI&tL.. "'0-u_r_n-eW '

~O~f'.'l~t10~

Mav .. 19R4. this fR~ilitv. off~rs over 450 chcillengirig new
pos1 t~~ns 1n__ dev~lopme~tal r~sea!ch _Jn .f1~lds of _Q_~gani c '_cJ::lemistrv~
~nalyt 1~~\1ch~m1s~ry.~ph~rmacol~gy!_ b1ochem1stry, and immU~ •
'.QY· Entry_lev~I ~os~t~ons_ are availa~or u~dei'g~aduate ~n.d_i:Jradu8te
in

students ma10~1~ chem'."_try. biology, biochemistry ana "- ..

microbiology. yerst laboratories, whoSe; piOdUcts incJUde Indira\,·
·one of the mo~t ~ideTY prescribed eth i-caJpharm'ac~uticals in the country,

.has an out·stand1nq record of over 60 ~onsecutive yearsJlf growth. These

pos.•t.1~ns _wilt olfer ~~eel lent _s~a rtinQ s~alaries tOQether with ultra-modern~
.fac1l1t1es_1n a .beautiful New Jersey setting. Interested can-didates shOuid

send their resume.to : DIRECTOR RESEARC'R ADMINISTRATION.-

TREASURER

llglblllty Criteria:

I

•· Must be currently enrolled as a lull-time student and
have at least a 2.s.cumulative averaae at the time ol
application.
2. Must remain In lull·tlme status 'and In aood standln&
lor the duration ol the term as Treasurer•
. 3, Must provide evidence ol experience and ability In
accountlns and aeneral business practices prior to
,selection.
·
.
Applications and further Information are available In
the Olllce ol Student Activities, Room ••7 Blackburn
Center. Chalrmann applications are due March 9, •984.
Treasurer ·appllcatlons are due March••, •984.

AYERST LABORATORIES RESEARCH, INC.
Division ol American Home Products COrpolOtlon

:~~~~~~~

__.... _

.

'

'

•

WHY WOULD AN MBA
\

GO INTO SALES?
Because It's Smart!
The smart MBA recognizes that selli_11g provides an ideal career start . It puts you 0 11 th ~ "" firing line
in a competitive marketing environment It o ffers an exf>0sure to the problems and benefits ot a
company·s prpduct line. lt"s a groundfloor education into overall corporate operalio ns. Ar1d it"s a fast
track into management.
•
Many an M BA has started in sales and ended up in lhe boardroom. But they were sma rt. They chose
their first em ployer on the basis of industry strength and potenlia1 . of markel share and product
qua lity. and of pf"O@:reSsive management. That"s why in 1984 the smart MBA is taking a long hard
look at the Diagnostics Division of Abbolt Laboratories

;

'

\
\

I

WHY WOULD AN MBA
SELL DIAGNOSTICS?

•

Because It's Smart!
• Medica l diagnostic produc-ts are· used internationally to identify specific illnesses and monitor the
•

effect o f therapeutic treatments. They are changing the face of modern medicihe. and are one of the
fastest growing areas in the health care products industry. By 1990 diagnostics wil l grow from
S4 bi llion to S9 bill ion . And a major reason for that growth can be attributed to the sophisticatt:
prod ucts created by Abbott Diagnostics.

WHY WOULD AN MBA
SELL FOR ABBOTT?
Because It's Smart!
When you look at Abbott Diagnostics. you·re looking at Nu mber I . the undispuled world
leader in medical diagnostics. You "re looking at a company that spends mi ll ions of dollars
on product research and development. A company whose advances in fl uorescent
lmm unoassays arid enzyme immunoassays have created a significant demand for newer
and faster prod ucts. A company with an exceptlona l reputation for q uality. pricing and
produc1 support. Wha t"s more. you "re looki ng at a company In its infancy. b ut with
. extraordinary potentia l and opportu nities.

WHY WOULD AN MBA INTERVIEW
WITH ABBOTT?
Because It's Very Smart!

r- - - - - - - - - - -

For professionals just beginning their careers, Abbott Is a name worth invest igating. We"re
xperienced. aggressive. and fina ncia lly strong. But t he o nly way to rea lly explore this
unusual career o pportunity is to talk with an Abbott representative. Sign up sheets for
lli>ott Diagnostics· interviewing schedu le are being posted now. Meet with us and find o ut
ust how promisi ng a career in medica l diagnostics can be. If you are unable to interview.
t would like a copy of our broch ure. "Peak Performance - Careers at AbOOn [);agnostics."
a resume to : Manager - M BA Recruitment. Abbott Laboratories. Diagnostics Division
o rth Chicago. IL 60064 .
'

-'

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
March 1'2, 1984

'

In most jobs, a t 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
""'~
responsibility than
of leadership training,
/- ~ - - ...... Y / .
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
your education and t raining prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits, ·
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $17,000-more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college:
candidate, your Navy training,is geared After four years, with regular promO:
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive profession!!!
have increased to as much as $31,000.
training t o help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
.
l and new opportunities
43
This training is
I ~;~,;.~~~~~;,u;~~ER
T . ' I to advanc;e your edu· ·
designed to instill
P.O . eo" 5-000. Clifton. NJ 0101s
cation, including the
confidence by first· -·· I 0 rm ...., "' tak• , • .,.... "'" m• m•.. •bou• I possibility of att.ending
hand experience. You I t he Navy 's office r programs.
100) I graduate school while
Na1n~~=--,,===---,,=-Jearn by doing. On
I Addreu
- ......
cri.. .. """ 11
IA•
I you're in the Navy.
Apt. *- -your first sea tour,
I 0 ,,,
•~
z;
I
Don't just·take a
you're responsible for I A"
tco11op1u,;w~"'
I job. Become a Navy .
Jil81laging the work of
*Ye•• in co11e
ta P"' - - - - officer, and t.ake cha:rp:.
up to 30 .men and the I .M~'''"''''·--------- I Even at 22.
I
I Phone Number( A~==--~===r
- Codo! .
iieM fime '° C.al
'

I

FOR DETAILS. CHECK WITH
YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

L

•
'

ABBf 'J

1

'i
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DIAGNOSTICS DIVISION
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Jeffrie~ · from page 11

•

I

- .

groups. I spent most my time studying up at 6:00 and we beat them there at

jand playing foqtball.

•

STAit , .

~''

5:00. The~ were going to send a player

Q. How does it feel to be baclc with coach? And did they really talk with you

the MEAC?

before coming?

Q. What ~re some your your hobb- to pick him up, and they kflew 1( was
A . I feel great . I know a lot of people
ies?
illegal, and they called the NCAA .
in Washington and on campus. I feel
, A. I like to fish, to play cards, and to Q. Did you encounter any racial like I am ac home so I feel good .
·. play golf.
problems being the firs/ Block coach ar
Q. ls it mu ihat the atheletic ad~·
Q. While at Witchata State, while a predominantly white university?
ministration wanted you all along and
you were head coach, you were under
A. They call you all kinds of names that Cooch Taylor~ only an interim
, probation. Could you tell me about but they do that everywhere . We had
that?
the best record there at one time they

A. 1be probation came a~ut because we gave a recruit a ride to campus
from his home . He was recruit from a
j unior college and we thought it was all
tj.ght to pick him up. I sent two' coaches
to talk to him and bring him back to
campus . One coach was graduate assistant and they are not allowed to recruit .
Kansas State was also recruiting the
• guy,andsotheyweregoingtopickhim
•

A . Well, we talked some every year
for about 11 years. Leo Miles would
call me and ask how I was doing bec~usc:_hc is a NFL official . So he would
call .me when he was in ihe area . He
wou~ay, ''do you feel like you want

to come to Howard?'' Even at South
A. No, they will not be here until
Carolina State he offered me a position June. I live in Slowe Hall . I enjoy it . I
here, but I never did Cake it . But I al- catch the shuttle bus every morning to
ways like Howard . I was j ust busy do- the main gate and shoot across the caming something, I wanted to accomplish . pus. I '!eally enjoy it.

)

Q. So. how does it/eel to be in Wash-

,.

ington? ls your family here?

•

•

had not had in 25 years . The only time I
faced anything was when a white player
would not sign with us at Witchta State
because he said he could not play under
a Black head coach. I said I was just
happy I fo und that o ut before fourth and
one. That was the only time , except for
recruiting in some small towns in Kansas where they have never seen Blacks
except for on television .
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fired Hill (20) about t.o "take" a player in action
against Delaware State.
•

,

Profile: Fred Hiil
By Darryl.Richards
Asst . Sports Editor

f

- · NBC sports comcntator and syndicated columnist Al McGuire can often
be heard saying , ''the best thing about a
&.shman is that he becomes a sophomore.••
~ Got news for you Al .
While it is ttue that guard Fred Hill is
only a freshman who leads the Bison in
tumoveB, Hill has displayed the matur·
ity and talent of many -players his
senior. In addition , Hill has been able to
become a premier player for the Bison
while making two major transitions .
The flfSt transition is common to a'ny
freshmanj thc c hange from h igh

hool to college. Hill naturally took on
added burden of making the transi.on from high school basketball to col-

ge besketball.

'

Fred Hill leads the

8i110n in assists.
•

TbC ICCODd transition

is the not-so,
lc<>111moo tlalisitioo from the shooting or
ffcnaivt guard position to the play
, !Diking or point guard position.
1be transition did not exactly please
19-year-okl Boston native, who was
j prolific scorer while at Brook.I.inc
. High, avengini! 27.4 points per game.
But Hill accepted the challenge any?

'

··so far we' re plased with Fred making the transition from high school offguard to cllege point guard," said WilIimason . ''He's had to make the transition from being a shooter and a receiver
of the ball to a.,reader of defenses and a

distributor of the ball.
''He's going to get better,·· said Williamson . '' I' m waiting for him to have a
great game with assists, scoring , and as
a floor leader.' '
Hill is slowly but surely developing
into the point guard that Williamson
desires . He leads the squad with 87
assists for a 3.6 aYerage per game. Hill
is also second on the club in free throw
percentage (80.8), teals (33), and third
scoring, averaging 11 .2 points per

game.
Hill , however, said , he expects to
have his best game during MEAC
tournament . ''Wait until the MEAC
toUmarncnt ," said Hill . ''It will all
come out then . "
The crowd-pleasing Hill started
playing basketball in the seventh grade
while receiving a great deal of
encouragement from bis father, Fred
Hiij Sr.
/ ''My father just told me to stick with

and

it
play as hard as I can," said Hill.
. Hill, who patterns his game after Los
Angeles Lakers' star MagicJohnson,
has been named ~C Rookie of the
Weck three times this year-more than
anyone else in the conference. However, Hill knows that he is a long way
from being the player Johnson is.
"I tty !Odo some things like Magic. I

.' .
.,,...,.,,
.
•• •
. . . .?

ay .
••It wu hard to do, because I wished love taking a player," Said Hill. "But
t
could play off-guard," aaid Hill. tbil llUJlllDOt I have IO improve oo going
' . ''But I like it he«tcr DOW than ti first .•• to the hoop ond passing the ""•ke<ball.
'
One ponon who bu boon hoppy with If I can cfo tbal, Howud will be the
's play to dole ii Howard's hew! force.' '
Ma the forte be with OU.
coecb A.8. Wllli•DllQQ.
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Hilltopics

SUMMER JOBS
Spring ahd summer tennis instructors

needed for junior programs through-

The 1984 l.ampados Club of Omega Psi Phi fraternity, Incorporated ,
Alpha Chapter presents , ''The Que
Thriller•· party TONIGHT in Blackbum Center from 10:30 p.m. to 2:00
p.m. Tickets may be purchased from
Cramton before 12 p. m .
,

'! Caribbean Students Association ,
General Meeting, When: Friday. 2nd
March, Where: BlackBum Forum ,
T unc.
' . 3-5 p.m.,
Topic : ConstitutionaJ Refonns , Debate with HUSA candidates. Also.
1thcre will be a Carnival Jam al 1051
Dclaftcld Pl . N.W ., starting a1 9:00

!

I p.m. Admission--$~ _JO_.- - Tu1or-Counselors . re needed -for
1 ,1sununcr phase of the Upward Bound
Program . Applications arc available
I al 2213 4th St=t. N.W. (2 doors
I from Hilltop Office). For more in-

t!~o::"::::;:~A
fA

ALPHA
PSI . As always Saturday night's
l 1appcarancc was done with greal
·1. Style! To the Scrollcrs. You were
i1 v~ry vtry impressive . Keep up the
good work and keep looking for 1llal
Diamond in the ~ky.
luv
L. in the Pocket
' 'TO SUPER-DUPER C-You know
who you arc . I guess you're nol so
super. Yoo lied to me didn't you? I
was warned, I should have known
,better. How could I have been so
wrong about you?
'
Youngin

I.

~To IVY Myra. Be Strong . I Love
; You !

f .

Shari M .

!:~To my Precious,

Have a wonderful

,\~ ~y!
~ .~

Your Sweetie

t....

1t.anncl , You Jove me so good. can't
~ct get enough. Keep it coming.
OHINIYA
TO LAMPADO: L'yndly W. -Be
strong, you know we all have so
much faith in you . Sorry I messed up,
but remember whenever you need
anything call, you know I' d always
be there for you . Remember: The
hardcr you pledge . the sweeter the
1mcmorics, 1in a few short weeks, ii
1'will be aJI ()!Ver and well worth while.
for you Gigi-Jew!
~
Luv ya Lew!!!
\
'
Nancee
\P.s. A spc:Cial good luck to Forest
ayes, Doug Jacobs . and Greg
1 orb who were looking especially
1 ood on Saturday .

I

l

1iJood
\

f,

A1TENTION !~!
To AJI interested models. Models are

out Metropolitan Wa shington .
Strong knowledge of tennis basics
and interest in kids . SaJuy : 4-S/hour.

needed for a conuncrcial filmed herc
on Howard's Campus.
Contact: 636-2686, Ask for Jill
Auditions to be held .March 10 at 2

Call 429-0661 for application .

p.m.

To Thost Forgtrful Ptoplt Wltom I
Uret My Boqls To Last Stmtsttr:
Please Do Not Attempt To Make My

To Bey,
Thank you for the positive and vibrant attitude and interaction that you
share with us daily . PleasC continue
to share your knowledge of narural
nutrition and creat ivity . We all
appreciate your presence.
Your Dear Brothers and Sisters

Possessions Part of Your Priva1e Collection. I'd Apprecialc The Prompt
Return of My '' ForgoUtn '· Books .
Thanks For Your Considtration .
Angela

THE LOVE
T309 Willow Street
SQUAD
Whenever there is something that
presents
you deem very special or desire
AN ELECTRIC BCXlGIE, DISCO. greatly. the road to attaining it is nev_iAM .
er easy but I am sure lhat you have the
Friday, March 2
drive and inner strength to make it .
at the STUDIO 500 W St . N.E.
Remember lhat if lhc road ever gets
11 P.M.-5 A.M .
too rough. I am always here for you! I
Limited Advanced Tickets: $4.00
LOVE YOU !!!
At the door: $5 .00
413 Fourth Street
P.S . I want my ice cream!
A1TENTION
THE FRENCH CONNECTION will
SPRING BAND CAMP
have a meeting on Thursday , March Dates: April 7-13 , 1984, Open to all
8th, at 4 p.m. The French Club will students.
'
meet in Room ~57 of Locke Hall . We need: Instrumentalists , Dancers.
Everyone is welcome to come!!!
Aag Twir)Cl'S, Baton Twirlers ,and
Rifle Twirlers . Any students inIt's Coming . . . . ! Don't Miss 11 . terested in any of these sections:
... ! KAPPA WEEK.'
'Contact : Mr. Ted L . Richardson
Band Director. Room SB6 (Fine
The Haitian Student Association Arts) 636-7069.
•
of Howard University will be show·
ing an award-winning documentary LOOKING FOR PARTilMEJFULL
' ' Bittcrcanc· · on Friday. March 9 a1 TIME HELP for business . If in6 p .m. and on Sunday. March 11 al 4 terested in earning $100-$300.00 a
p .m. in the l:.octure Hall of lhc Ho- month from home. CALL 384-8531
ward University Undergraduate li- between 6-8 p.m.
brary .
This documenlary represents the I - Bdrm Bsmnt Apt incl carpel/
best expose. thus far, on the dyna- disil.washcr. $300 per mo plus
mics of nco-colonialism in Haiti .
electricity . Walking distance froi"n
Forinfonnation contacl : 270-8571 Howard. Contact: Michael Gamer,
or 387-4563 .
727·3100 or 483-7640 (after 6:00
p.m.)
PARTY!!
THE CALIFORNIA STUDENT •' Hello. Through we . the Howard
ASSOCIATION , in conjunc tion University C~rlcaders. are not here
wilh Carver Hall 's donn council and at the mome'!t (we are at the
the St . Louis Club . invite you to M.E.A.C . basketball toumamenl in
party with us in an effort to beat the Greensboro. N.C .). we would like to
Mid-term Blues .
remind all interested cheerleaders.
TONIGHT AT CARVER HALL ~!
Gymnasts and Big Blue aboul your
10 p.m.-until
clinic. It starts Monday , March 5.
Free Snacks and Beverages !!
Remember. the only requiremcn1s
- - - - - - - - - - -- ' are hard work and de1ennination to
•• FINANCIAL AID ••
learn . 1be clinic will be in Black·
All Howard University Students are bums Ballroom at 7:30 p .m. See you
cordially invited to anend financial when we ,retum ."
aid information week March 5-9.
1984 . The staff of the Office of
FEATURING :
FinanciaJ Aid and Student EmployAnatoly Rcpin. Trud , USSR
mcnt wil,l be available from 9 a.m. 10 Fred Butcher. AON Press Agency .
4 p .m 1• to answer your ques1ions
GOR
about Financial Aid for 1984-85 .
Dusan Ro~ens ky . Rutk Provo.
Please join us in Room 224, MordcCzechoslovakia
cai Wyatt Johnson (administration) Kalhy Fluellen. former radio report
Building . Won '1you come and bring
for WHUR and WPFW
a friend ? Sec you there . . . MODERATOR '

Tim Wheeler, Washington , D.C .
cOITCspondent for the Daily World '

ATTENTION !STUDENTS! If On Wcdt'1day, March 7, from 3-6
you want your resume , rescaR:h or p.m., ibc,llowanl Univcnity Com~is ptpcr professionally typed and muniry ia invited to ...,.nd .a. afteredtled on a word proces50r at 1 rea- noon of Cl'Oll~ltural CJdwnge and
ON CALL SCHEDULE
sonable price, contacr·Corncll (726- international dialogue Oil third wodd
6133)
.
FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL
issues and how they affect Afro..
CARE
The Sorors of Alpha Chapter. DE- American Society.
WHEN THE HEALTH SER VICE
LTA SIGMA THETA , Inc ., A Pub- The Event will be sponsom:I by the
IS NOT OPEN
Wuhington area peace corps tb:ruitFrazicrHall lnfmnary, Ext . 7407. If lic Service Sorority present a week of
ing office . A film showing americans
fundraising events to benefit
no answer caJI x-7406.
working in devclopiiig countries will
ASK UNIVERSITY
Cook Hall Infinnary , Ext. 7395. If
be shown. Light rcftcshmcnu will be
no answer caJI x-7392.
•
served. Everyone is welcome to join
Schtdult of Evtnls
Meridian Hill Jnfinnary . 265-4756.
us Wednesday, March 7, from 3-6
If no answer ca ll 265 - 1000.
p.m., at the Blackbum Student
In the event the infinnarics cannot be Monday. Mvch 5. 1984
Lounge . For ftlrthcr information, call
reached : During the period call Dr. Coin, clothes, and clutter drive 7·10
254-7346.
Theodore E. Corprew February 24. p .m. Bethune Hall , Cook Hall, Drew
1984 March I . 1984, Telephone HaJI , and the Quad .
Spanlcy,
Tuesday. March 6. 1984
829-71 50.
Coin, clothes, and clutter drive 7·10 It's been magnanimous since Nassau . Crack open the cinnamon.
The Eta Omega Chapter of Kappa p.m. Slowe Hall and Carver Hall
The Lawless Licker
Kappa Psi NationaJ Honorary Band Wednesday . March 7. 1984
Fraternity Inc . would like to invite Coin, clothes. and clutter drive 7-10
the Howard University community to p .m . Meridian Hill and Park Square
get involved in the uni versity Th11rsday Maoch s 1984
Band(s) program . The Concert, Jazz Coin, clothes and clutter drive 7-10
and Marching bands are open to all p.m. Sutton Plaza and Eton Towers Ivy Tuesday.
Somethings we want in life will
students. '' We sec you out there with Friday. March 9. 1284
those band jackets on '. Get in· · Delta/Delta Beau Dinner Auction 5 not come easy. Hang in ~re because
the end result is worth it; aftc'f' all,
volved!!'" Contact Mr . Ted L . A_n1. Blackbum Center
Richardson , Band Director Room Delta/Delta Beau Coffeehouse 8 ~flat is a few weeks or months out of
an entire lifetime .
p.m. Blackbum Center
SB6 (Fine Arts) 636-7069 .
•CTB
Saturday, March JO, 1984
Congratulations to all the models flea Market 10 a.m .-4 p .m. Ground
- - - - - - - - - - -selected for FASHIONATlON 84 : A floor Plaza Blackbum Center
Fashion Show. We arc looking for- Party al Tiffanne 2015 L Street,
N.W . 9 p .. -4 a.m.
ward to a GREAT show!!!
Cheryl. Coordinator Sunday, March 11, 1984
Dedicalion Ceremony 3 p.m. An-.
and
Rodney. Asst . Coordina1or drew Rankin Chapel
THERE WILL BE A MEETING ON
FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1984 at S
·.
p.m. in the Multi·purposc room of

Friday,~

FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA !!

111:•-

Ya, then'• 1 c•b. 1be
Preaidcatial H cr ......,, ii locl!l i I •
for volunrcen who ll'C williD& 10
register voters and caavaa dUcricts
in J1eboaville, Fla. from Tbun. to
Sat., March 8 duouab 10. 1bere ia a
pouibility that IOfDC vol••ntee11 may
be pc111Uacd to ltay until the following 'niesday. Thi• ii DOI a Vacation.
We are looking for voluntea1 who
are willing to work, and the wort will
not be cuy. There wiU_be a m·cting. •

-let

on Monday II 5 p.m. in Blackburn.
Fer further information
D.C .
Jackson Campaign Headquarters ,
73.7 ·1800 in care of~ Clar:t, Jr.
.

'

--

from 3-6 .
p.m., the Howard Uni.,ulity Colb-

On Wednesday, Mon:b 7,

munity is invited to •'"wt an afternoon of cross-cultural e~cbanp: and
international dWoguc oa tbinl world
issues and how they affect Afro.
American Soctcty.
The Evcnl will be sponsored by the
' petcc cocps recnu1.
Wlti
as ngton area
ing office. A film showing americans
working in developing countriel will
be shown. Light refiesbmeols will be
scncd . Everyone is welcotuc to join
us Wednesday, M1tt:h-? , from 3-6
p.m., at the Blackburn Student
~unge . For further information, call
254-7346.
'

·w

MEDICAL~~;~~~:~~~~;;~~:~:::.::
Connie Clay at 636-7011, 636-1842
or Santita Jackson at 636-1986.

CE

Of WASHl'fCTON

DC. NC.

...

SUf11700
1711 EYE '1UEf. N.W.

W\SHINCTON. DC.
l0006

U01ll91·9117

TTY (202)298~55

Needed : Chief of Pediatrics: An·
thony L . Jordan Hcallh Center. experienced , Board Certified Pediatri·
cian . Full time , 711/84 . Pediatric
practice and adminis trative
responsibilities . Send re sume to
Medical Director, Dr . Molly P .
Coulter, Anthony L. Jordan Health
Center, P.O. Box 876. Rochester,
NY 14603. EOE

•

Ivy Tuesday .
•
Good Luck and we Jove you .
Crcan1 of 1he Crop

The Women's Medical Cen1er of
Washington . o.C. Inc . offers the
following services : general medi ·
cine ; complete reproductive health
care ; free pregnancy lesting: mental
health services for individuals, cou·
pies, families and groups; lectures
and workshops .
·

Scroller Todd ,
GoOO Luck and we love you too.
• 1983-IP
Ivy Tuesday ,
I miss you!

Tutor:counselon are needed for
summer phase of the Upward Bound
Program. Applications ae available
at 2213 4th Street, N.W . (2 doors
from Hilltop Office). For mooc information .cal1 636-6160'

•

I
Sweetness
134-IP-82

The Hilltop salutes freshmen Fred Hill Robert Mclllwaine '
and ".anessa Graham for being named io the MEAC AU- '

Rookie Team.

•
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THE ·THIRD ANNUAL
GREAT OMEGA SHOOTOUT,
•

•

•

'

I

I
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THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OJI'
PHARMACY AND PHABMACAL $CJENCES
JS SEEK.INC AMBITIOUS MEN AND WOMEN
i WJIO NEED A CAREER JN AN HONORABLE
I'
HEALTH CARE PROFESSION.
OPPORTUNITIES AND OPTIONS ARE '
UNLIMITEDj··RANCINC FROM SELF
I
I
EMPLOYMENT TO EMPLOYMENT JN
INDUSTRY, COVERNMEJn', .AND
COMMUNITY. ALUMNI OF THE COLLEGE
BAVE THE HIGHEST STARTING SALARIES
'
FOR COLLEGE C
A VERACINC ABOUT
S30,ooo TO S32,000 Af TER
RECEIVING TU
'
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE.
THE COLLEGE HAS A •00% CAREER
~.
PLACEMENT RECORD.
'

be he~BCH _9 and 10 in Burr Gym
32 basketball/ teams (8 players per am) will compete
.
in a two d , tou ament.
25 ,d6llars or each team.
'

•

Alli contestan (ca
ins) are
I
to THE HILLTO
ODAY
·gt..Ii_; . . /
ey pnd a list

to come
.

'

..

I

'

'
.
I
1st Place·C~AMPIO~S IP TROPHV~ two cases of beer, arid T·S
-2~d Plac~Trophy and a cas~ of beer, . .
seml·finalists-~h..a placque and split a · ~se,.,of beer.

•

2nd Place

..............
Plus an MVP TROPJht...

.
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FOB M~BE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

•
I

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
•

•

•

6S6-6SSO

•

'
•

•

f

\

•

To enter

call Steve 797-1720 or -Barry 265-7939
•

•
(

)
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